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Liberty National Bank
OF

NEW

j

ELLSWORTH

L
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A

D.

MAILS RECEIVED

MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.. 6 p. m.
Going East—6.15 a. m.. 4
m.

Registered mall should bs at post-

WATER STREET, ELLSWORTH

For Week

hour before mall closes.
IN

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday
December 28, 1020.

I From observations
taken at the powei
station of the bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in fillsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

AGENT FOR

ending

Dodge and Cadillac Cars, Miller Tires

•4

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Hat
Sun
Mon
Tuea

FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

Public Auto Service.

Telephone

at

raidnight.|

Temperature
a

in

12

ni

19—
27—
31—

37—
32—

16—

18—

—1

28-

10—

Weather
condition.,
forenoon
fair

PrecipRation

afternoon

cloudy
cloudy

snow,rain
clear
fair
clear

.4

clear
clear
fair

9—

13—

snow

snow

17—

28—

clear

clear

.4
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Paul D. Tapley has entered the emo( the Union Trust Co.
The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. O. W. Tapley.
There will be a masquerade ball at
Smith’s pavilion New Year's night.
George Gould and wife of Portland
were in
Ellsworch for Christmas.
human Woodruff is at home from
Bowdoin college for the holiday re-

ploy

cess.

35

Compound Lard,

Clifford Knox of Foxcroft was the
guest of Osmon Merrill over Christ-

pound tubs.13V^

mas.

Don't try to buy it any lower, it can't be done.

California White

Beans,

Charles Haynes is at home from
the University of Maine for the hol-

peck.$1.05

a
Highest grade. California beans.

Rolled Oats, 10

idays.
Arthur Peterson of Boston spent
Christmas with his parents. Capt. and
Mrs. John Peterson.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Floyd of
Quebec were in Ellsworth over
Christmas and Sunday.
There will be no meeting of the
Ellsworth
festival
chorus until
Thursday evening, Jan. 6.
John Latham, deputy collector of
internal revenue, spent Christmas at
his home in Portsmouth, N. H.
Miss Marion Nealley of Boston
with her parents,
spent Christmas
'Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Nealley.
Ilerraon L. Leighton and wife
spent Christmas with relatives in
Cherryfield, returning home Monday.
•
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Union Trust Co. will
be held Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 2 p. m.
The Ellsworth high school basketball team defeated Franklin high at
Hancock
hall
Monday
evening.
Score. 32-18.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Keif of Hancock spent Christmas week with Mrs.
Keif's niece, Mrs. A .G. Reed.
They
returned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. George McFarland
spent the week-end and Christmas
with Mrs. McFarland's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. F. H. Macomber.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gould of South
Orrington spent Christmas with Mrs.
Gould's parents. Mr. and Mrs Joslah
Tinker.
Mrs. Tinker’s sister, Mrs.
Frank Overlock of Bangor, was also
her guest for Christmas.
Ralph Barron, who is employed,
during his vacation, in Bar Harbor,
took Christmas
dinner
with his
He was
mother, Mrs. A. R. Barron.
accompanied by a friend, Mr. Thomas
of Nebraska.
returned
to Bar
They
Harbor Saturday evening.
Ellsworth men and boys are doing
a
thriving business trapping and
shipping live rabbits. Francis Higgins of West Ellswoath yesterday

pounds.48£

The quality is guaranteed.

Superba Dairy Cheese,

pound.37£

a

This is the ttrst decline in price

Lowney’s

Cocoa in

bulk,

a

we

have had for

long time.

pound.30£

If it wasn't good Lowney would not allow

Soda Crackers,

a

us

to

use

his

name.

pound.17<?

a
The long looked for drop in crackers has arrived.

Kippered Herriny,
Why ifot have

a

a

few

can.
in the pantry.

cans

20c*
They come in handy

sometimes.

Preserves, 5 pound pails.$1.26
We have them in strawberry, raspberry and pineapple.

< 'limax Coffee,
Many people

a

pound...32c*

are

paying

4

5c for

no

better coffee than this.

We give you these low prices because you give

Big

us

the cash.

Mark-Down Sale
of

MILLINERY
SILVY & DONOVAN
_

PLUMMER’S CUT PRICES

Down they go, with butter rut to fifty cents per i»oun<l, anti
We are offermany articles at the same price as before the war.
ing you this wwt, just a few after-Christmas samples from our
large stock of gootls.
Come and buy your month’s supply of us,
PLEASE NOTICE.
and, if you cannot pay all of your expenses and make a good day’B
Pay, we will give you the goods purchased.
Read over the prices below and then come, or Bend us your order.
Sugar, per pound.10^4c
Best Grade Dairy Butter, per pound (Why pay 70c) .50c
2 Cans of Corn .25c
2 Cans of Pears.26c
Large Can of Tomatoes.16®
Best Grade Outing Flannel, per yard.1®C
Best Grade Percale, per yard.12c
Men's Heavy Wool Stockings, per pair.50c
6 Cans of Pink Salmon.$1.00
5 Lbs of Coffee (this coffee gives perfect satisfaction).$1.00
4 Cans of Best Red Salmon.$1.00
3 Lbs of the Best Tea.$1.25
Orders by mail for shipment as promptly attended to as though
presented In person.

O. s. PLUMMER & SONS,

HARRINGTON, MAINE

!
;
;

ROUND BIRCH
WOOD
We will buy White and Yellow Birch 4 foot logs delivered at Ellsworth

Ellsworth Hardwood

J.

A.
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F"iro,

THOMPSON

IVIAIIM

STREET

Marine and Automobile Insurance

Representing
The ETQeiitah>le Fire and Marine Insurance Co.
OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

Corp.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

NURSE
MISS M. ELIZABETH GOOGIX8
75 High St.,

Ellsworth

STORAGE BATTERY
Repairing and Recharging
Batteries stored for the winter.
A. P. ROYAL,
08 State St.,

:

Effle Morgan of Boston is
visiting ifrer parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
L. Morgan.
Mrs. Harry Torrens and daughter
Anna of Bangor are spending a week
at the Merry Mack.

From West—6.47 a. m.f 4.31 p. m.
From East—11.11 a. m.. 6.27 p. m.

an

E

Royal.
Miss

Ellsworth Pnstofllce.

WEATHER

shipped to Pennsylvania 108 rabbits.
His shipment would have been larger

The literature club will meet next

SCHEDULE OP KAILS.

D. E. LINNEHAN’S GARAGE

,v>

Monday evening with Mrs. Allon P.

E.

office half

O.

mas.

Williams Lunch Room. Bluehill.

—1

----

IN

Miss Carrie Harrington
at
was
hoVne from MiUlnocket for Christ-

Linnehan.
Silvy & Donovan.
O. S. Plummer & Sons.
Classified Advertisements.

ONLY FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBER BANK IN ELLSWORTH

class matter
<
tTTBli ELLSWORTH POSTOPFIC*.

morning.

Dirigo theatre.
Legal Notices.
Union Trust Co.

1*5 PER CENT. OP OCR CUSTOMERS DO. WITH
SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE.
WHY NOT YOU?
The Liberty National-On your letter “SAY 80."
Will open an account with you.
Will arrange withdrawals for you.
Will attend to your closing an account
elsewhere, with a transfer anywhere.
All can be done by mail.
No need for you to come
personally. If interested or merely curious, write us
“How.it’s done."
t per cent for savings.
Interest begins monthly.
2 per cent, for check accounts as low as $.V)0.
Write for particulars... Inquiry invited.

1920

-1

but for the fact that about thirty
rabbits escaped from his pen in the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tumble Inn.
J. A. Haynes.
M. L. Adams.

BANK BY MAIL
t

mccican.

~~

^CMOEIPnow

Ellsworth

Miss Ella F. Jordan of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., is spending the holiday
recess in Ellsworth.
The literature meeting of the
woman’s alliance will be held with
Mrs. E. E. Rowe January 5.
Miss Helen Greenan of Worcester.
Mass., is spending the holidays with
her aunt, Mrs. Herbert Young, in
Ellsworth.
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell has closed her
Ellsworth home, and left yesterday
for Boston.
Later she will go to
New York for the 'Vinter.
Ella
G.
Mrs.
Nash, Western Union
telegraph operator, spent Christmas
week with her daughter. Mrs. Arthur
Howard, in Foxcroft.
Michael Gaynor, with his daughters, Sylvia and Margaret, of Attleboro, Mass., spent Christmas with his
daughter. Mrs. Frank J. Dunleavy.
The new year will open with an
attractive program at the Baptist
church.
Morning service at 10.30,
with special music and a timely messchool
at
sage.
11.45.
Sunday
Evening meeting at 7.30.
IS.
D.
E.
George
Stuart,
Hurley and
J. A. Cunningham were in Augusta
yesterday for the continuation of the
hearing before the public utilities
commission in regard to Ellsworth
water rates.
The hearing was completed. The attorneys now have
thirty days in which to file briefs,
after which
the
commission
will
reuuer us uecision.

At the Unitarian vestry this evening, Rev. G. T. Jones will give a
lecture under the auspices o£ the
Unity club. The subject will be the
Plymouth Pilgrims, and the lecture
will be Illustrated by lantern slides
showing places and people of interest in Scrooby,Leyden and Plymouth,
This is the 300th centenary of the
landing of the Pilgrims, and the lecture is of timely interest.
This evening at Hancock hall the
Ellsworth A. C. and Ellsworth high
school basketball teams will meet in
an
exhibition game, when Alanson
E. Skillings, an official of the joint
basketball rules committee, will give
a demonstration of this year’s rules.
The game should be valuable and interesting to both players and spectators.
To-morrow evening, at the
same place. Ellsworth A. C. will meet
the Easterns of Brewer.
Charlotte, widow of John Farrell,
died Monday at the home of her son
Mrs. Farrell,
Ruloff at Beechiand.
who was in the ninetieth year of
her aie. had been failing in health
She was a native of
a long time.
Tremont, her maiden name being
Charlotte Robbins. The greater part
of her life had been spent in Ellsworth.
She leaves four children—
Mrs. Abbie Weaver and Charles Farrell of California, Crowell of Boston
and Ruloff of Ellsworth.
The H. F. Wescott Hardware Co.
to-day shipped a Remington automatic rifle to the far-off East Indies.
Thomas G. Christie, who was in Ellsworth last summer, saw the rifle and
He went away
fell in love with it.
without buying it but he did not forThe other day he sent for it,
get it.
and this is the address to which the
rifle was shipped to-day: "Tandjong
Sumatra, conKassan Estate, Deli
signed to care of Harrisons & Crosfield. Ltd., Port of Belawan, Dutch
East Indies.”
neon

u. Floon ot Bangor

ana

miss

Helen Kirkpatrick ot Caribou were
St.
John’s
in
married
Episcopal
church in Bangor Friday, by Rev. J.
The couple was attended
E. Hand.
by the parents of the bride, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh R. Kirkpatrick of CariThe groom is a son of Mr. and
bou.
Mrs. Asa C. Flood ot Ellsworth Falls,
and is a travelling salesman for T.
Mrs. Flood has been
R. Savage Co.
employed in the auditor’s department
of the B. & A. R. R. Co. in Bangor.
After a wedding trip to Boston and
New' York, they will be at home at
141 Ohio street, Bangor.
forCharles W.
Collins,
Rev.
mer chancellor of the Roman Catholic diocese of Portland,who died
Sunday in Boston, was a native of
He was secretary to CarEllsworth.
dinal O’Connell when the latter was
Bishop of Portland, and accompanied
him as secretary of legation on the
Papal mission to Japan in 1906. At
that time Father Collins was decorated with the Order of the Rising Sun,
and was subsequently appointed honorary chamberlain to Pope Pius X.
He was a writer of note in Catholic
periodicals. He was fifty years of
Hifc parents, still living in
age.
to
moved
Bangor
Massachusetts,
from Ellsworth when he was ten
years old.
John Scott, one of Ellsworth’s oldveteran of the
est citizens and a
Civil war, died Monday night at his
Mr. Scott
home on Birch avenue.
born in Bangor January 14,
was
war
he
enlisted
Civil
In the
1841.
as a private in Co. A, New Hampshire heavy artillery, at Concord, N.
After the war he came to EllsH.
worth, and for many years was employed In the Davis carriage factory,
establishing a place for himself in
the community as an industrious and
He was a member
worthy citizen.
Rice post, G. A. R.
of Wm. H. H
four sons, John
widow,
a
leaves
He
A. of Machias, Walter of Webster,
Mass., Edward of Portland and Fred
two daughters.
C.
of Ellsworth,
Misses Annie and Mary Scott of Ellsworth. and one brother, William
The funeral will
Scott of Ellsworth.
be at the Catholic church to-morrow
morning at 9.
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The Art is Not in Making
But in Saving it
THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS

i|

;

Money--

BANK OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE

HAS ALREADY PAID 95 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDENDS
The last dividend was at the rate of 4
per cent, compounded

C. C.

semi-annually

BURRILL

i

SON

&

—Established 1807-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

leading companies

of this and

foreign count

le*

Insurance of All Kinds
Fire Insurance a specialty.

ing companies and

see

Exercise care in selectthat the contract is correct*

O. W. TAPLEY CO., Ellsworth, Maine.
COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday evening. Dec. 29, at
Hancock hall. 8.30—Demonstration
of basketball,
between
Ellsworth A. C.
and
Ellsworth A. A.
Admission 20 cents; no
seats
reserved.
Dec.
Thursday evening,
30, at
Hancock
hall.
8.30—Basketball;
game

Ellsworth A.
C.
vs.
Easterns of
Brewer.
Admission, including war
tax, 35 cents;
reserved seats, 55.
cents, on sale at Tumble Inn.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 29, at
the
Unitarian
vestry—Illustrated!
lecture. “Plymouth Pilgrims,’’ by
Rev. G. T. Jones, under auspices of
Unity club. Admission, 10 and 2ft
cents.

__

Running on
one Cylinder

long would you run your car oa
cylinder?
Frequently patients
to me who have
been
getting
one
little if any use from
eye. thus
throwing undue strain upon the other.
How

one
come

If you are wise, you will have your
eyes and your children’s eyes examined
You are
once a year, at a cost of $1.
not obliged to buy glasses now—yoa
may not need them—-but don’t neglect

precautions.

Edward H. Baker
ELLSWORTH
and
RcfMtmlI
Eye Specialist.
Office Over Moore’s Drag inrt
64 Court street (Bridge Hill'.
Telephone connection.
Graduate

Evening 7.30

Optometrist

DIRIGO

Saturday
Matinee 2.30

Prices:

15c and 25c

-THEATRE-

TO-NIGHT, DECEMBER

21*

Jack London’s “The Star Rover.”
Critics have pronounced it an exceptional picture.
Jungle Gentleman Comedy. News

ffft'RSDAY,

DECEMBER 30
Selznick presents Eugene O’Brien in “Broadway and Home.”
A story of the sea, and of a Maine lad who found Broadway a
“Bubble in

Comedy.

a

Glass,” and home the true Gibraltar.

Weekly.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31
First National presents “Temperamental Wife” together with
smashing comedy and First National W'eekly as itsfirst Ellsworth
otter.
(See advertisement page 8.)

a

SATURDAY, JANUARY 1.. .New Year Bill.
Afternoon at 2.30; Evening at 7.30.
Fox presents George Walsh in “From Now On.”
A storyr of sensational incident and absorbing plot.
News.
"Her Naughty Wink,” Sunshine comedy.

MONDAY, JANUARY 3
An all-star cast presents Holman F. Day’s great story, “The
Red Lane.”
Good comedy.

American News.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 4
First National day, presenting
“Taming the West,”
ty Market."
First National weekly.

a
a

stirring feature, “The BeauFirst National comedy, and

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5
Metro presents INA CLAIR in David Belasco’s "Polly With
a

Past.”
American comedy.

News.

Atlantic.
The long-expected schooner. Sunapee. Capt. Ed. Smith, has arrived at
Old Harbor, and is safely moored at
Her officers
the steamboat wharf.
and crew are renewing acquaintance
with the old friends who. last winter,
entertained them so royally at card
parties and midnight lunches.
Mrs. I. VV. Stinson is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges have
gone to Rockland for the winter.
Austin Joyce of Norwood. R. I.. is
Mr.
and Mrs.
visiting his parents.
Levi B. Joyce.
from
is
home
Miss Amy Joyce
Castine norma! school for the Christmas

MUTUAL
Edited

MOTTO:—HELPFUL
The

Not a thing to be found
On the snow-covered ground.
Not a flower could he see.
Not a leaf on the tree.
“O, what will become.'* said the cricket. “of me?”
At last, by starvation and famine made
bold.
All dripping wet and all trembling with

BENEFIT COLUMN.
by “Ann Madge."

purposes

of

AND
this

HOPEFUL
column

are

succinctly stated in the title and motto

—it is for the mutual benefit, and alms
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
the common good It is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits communications, and
its success depends largely on the aupComport given it in this respectmunications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications
will be subject to approva1 or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason
Address all communications to The
American. Ellsworth, Me.

recess.

cold.
Away he
To

grant
mouthful of
to borrow,
And he would

sorrow.

Said the ant to the cricket:
I’m your servant and friend
But ants never borrow; we ants never
lend.
Please tell me, dear sir. did you lay

given

Dear Readers.
In r^o) er ng t .e column formerly
devoted to “Farm and Homo** interes s
it has been thought best to “enlarge Its
borders” and make it a medium of communication for all of you who are interested or engaged in helpful work
in the world. At the time the home
department was opened, a teacher of
large experience in the public schools
said: “I see they have opened a new
department in The American. I have
l*een hoping some one would propose
having a ‘teachers' column.’ but it
would hardly do to ask for another

special department right away."
But.
now.
housewives.
mothers,
teachers, young housekeepers, school
girls—any who desire to make suggestions or inquiries, to give opinions
or ask for information, in brief, whoever can and will send anything for
the column that will be helpful or
hopeful, will be welcomed as contributors.
(This invitation includes
Ego."

soon.

Mrs. Emma Reed left for Boston
Dec. 20. to spend the winter with
relatives.
A large gathering of friends of Ed"Flaville." "M..” “S. J. V.." and all other
*
mund B. Reed, jr.. gave him a sur- old
friends of the column.)
prise party at the home of Jasper
By the way. why would not “Helpful
Norwood December 21.
and Hopeful" be a good motto for our
Miss Elsie Bridges has returned }
department? To be hopeful is always
from Willimantic, Conn., where she to be
helpful; but is being helpful alis teaching.
ways being hopeful?
1 leave it for you
A Christmas concert was given in
who read the motto to analyze its disthe Methodist church.Thursday evetinctions.
Misses
ning under the auspices of
The
of
co-operation
parents
and
AValls and Bridges.
After the con- teachers is
a much-worn theme.
The
cert, a tree was enjoyed hv all.
mother, when she washes the last pair
Dec. 24.
'Thelma.”
of dirty hands and sees the little form
skipping out of the yard with face set
Subscribe for The American.
school-ward, breathes a sigh of relief
$2.00 a Year
and. with the unspoken and almost unconscious thought that the burden of
responsibility for her little ones will
rest upon another's shoulders until the
clock strikes four, turns to her household
tasks.
The
teacher,
at
night,
looks after the last retreating figure
turned homeward.and possibly “thanks
her stars she has no more care of those

KMIOIDS
(GRANULES)

Indigestion

uiiir

good,

do good; dissolve
instantly on tongue or in water;
take as needed
Taste

ALSO IN TABLET FORM FOR THOSE
WHO PREFER THEM.
MADE BY SCOTT * BOWNE

MAKERS OF

SCOTT*S

EMULSION

12

25*

Bom

MOORE'S PHARMACY.

After you

eat—always

take

FATONIC

fcH

XW YOUR STOMACH'S SAKE')
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloated Gassy
Feeling. Stops indigestion, food souring, repeating. and all the many miseries caused by

Acid-Stomach
EATONIC is the beet remedy. Tens of thousands wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money.
Call and get s big box today. You will see.
C.

U.

MOORE, 58 MAIN M.
Elks worth, Maine

lo-morrow

morning/’

QUICK RELIEF!
!

ouuck

|

And
who
that
has ever
filled both these places of responsibility—mother and teacher—but can sympathize with both? Would it not be
for their mutual benefit if they could
understand each other?
Whatever original traits of character
appertaining to human kind have “run
ouf during all the generations since
Adam, it is certain one inherited tendency has shown itself in every generation—the disposition to throw responsibility on someone else.
Right here is a question for the
teachers.
How far is the teacher responsible for the amount of knowledge
a
pupil acquires? Or. expressing it
another way. how much of what the
child learns is owing to the instruction
received, and how much to the pupil’s
natural ability?
Some hints for Christmas will come
acceptable this Inonth. What to make
or buy for Christmas gifts is a
problem
that must be solved annually.
Let us
have some suggestions, or directions
Tor making some inexpensive articles
which the younger members of our
families could make.
Will anyone who has a favorite short
poem sent it for publication at the
head of our column?
If it is a poem
or quotation
have committed to
you
memory, so much the better, for In
that case it has either been a
help or a
comfort, or it possesses literary merit.
Recipes are always in order.
A mutual benefit column
may mean
a great deal to us all.
Your co-operation is cordially solicited by
"Aunt Madge.’’
•

•

Carlsbad Always in Danger.
CaHsbnd, the famous health resort.
Is built on a crust, underneath which
Is a subterranean lake of boiling water, and all the hot sulphur springs
have to be ceaselessly watched and
the pressure kept down lest the town
he destroyed.

•

Dear Aunt Madge and All the M. B.'s:
l will send you this time an old
fable.
I do not know when or where I
learned
it, or who is the author; it seems that
I have always known it.
Some of our
M. B.’s may know who wrote It.
A silly young cricket one
morning in

CHICHESTER S PILLS

erring.
Accustomed through the warm summer
months to sing,
Began to complain when the winter

W

come

His
a

cupboard
crumb;

was

empty and not there

<©. 1920, Western Newspaper Union.)
Billie's face was Joyful as. coming
up the walk, he espied Patty on the
veranda. Patty was bundled in a scarlet cape, for the autumn day was cold,
and a scarlet leaf or two from the
porch vine decorated her uncovered
brown head.
"What Is it?" she asked, antlcipat-

Ingly.
Billy

sat down on the step at her
side.
nothing by
When the weather was warm?”
“It’s come at last!” he said. “I'm
Said the cricket: “Not I.
In love.”
My heart whs so light that I sang day
Patty raised skeptical eyes; Patty
and night.
also smiled.
For all nature looked gay.”
“Don't be silly,” she remarked.
“You sang. sir. you say?
"But I am in love," Billy insisted.
Go then.” said the ant. “and dance win“There's no doubt about it. I dream
ter away.”
So.
gently lifting the door of his of her every night."
wicket.
The girl's twinkling eyes suddenly
Out in the cold went the poor little
sobered.
cricket.
“But. Billy,” she said. “You have
never been serious in your life; how
Though this is a fable the moral is
can you expect me now to believe—”
good—
If you live without work"you must go
“Seriousness
has
been
always
without food.
there."
cheerfully,
Billy
replied.
“Sadie.”
“though apparently lying dormant.
A good practical fable, moral and
The fact now Is that I love a woman
all.
Thank you. Sadie.
and want desperately to win her for
AUNT MADGE.
And if I thought that I
my wife.
-o—.
could do It—Gosh !“ ended Billy, exNorth Lamoine.
pressively. his features expressing the
Mrs, Fred Phillips returned Wedforlornness of this possibility.
nesday from a visit in Edgecomb.
“Well.” hummed Patty, airily, “Why
John Moore and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a don’t you try? Why don’t you try?”
son, born Dec. 24.
“Have tried.” Billy gloomily respondDec. 27.
Y.
ed. “Don’t seem to make any impres-osion.”
NOW WAREHOUSES ON WATER
Patty studied .her old friend appralsIt seemed strange to think of
: ingly.
Billy as a friend: he was usually reJapanese Said to Have Evolved a
ferred to as her “admirer.”
Scheme That Is Ingenious and
Calmly Patty had accepted that ImProfitable as Well.
plication: m> admirer more or less
meant little fo Patty.
The time may probably come when
They stood “up
in rows.” her young brother said, “to
the land is overcrowded and
people
begin to live o.i water. Then we shall I be selected from.” Billy had just been
he building floating
skyscrapers ana one of the row. But now. It appeared.
At any rate, congenial : all Billy’s admiration was centered upaquatic par*
Japanese have already launched a on another girl .and he was merely a
friend.
scheme which in the opinion of the
“Any suggestions to make, concernprojectors hits many birds by one
ing the siege?” he asked. “You ought
The scheme Is the creation of
stone.
to know a
what is called floating warehouses.
girl’s heart pretty well.
During the war Japan built many Patty. How does one go about taking
good-sized wooden ships to aid In the | it captive?”
“Nice of you to ask my advice.” she
transportation of the allies’ goods.
drawled, sweetly, "hut If you don't
After the war these ships were disknow your own girl’s heart. Billy, how
missed from the sendee, and since
can I be expected to?”
then lay idle in harbors unable to obThe young man arose. His face had
tain cargoes due to post-war
slumps in
lost its bright hopefulness.
shipping.
“Well. HI be going.” be said, slowTaking advantage of this circumly. “Anyway. I thought you’d he instance, a group of men organized a
terested to know the truth."
concern called the Marine Warehouse
He turned back abruptly.
company, with a capital of 10.000.000
“Won’t you give me your hand and
yen; bought the wooden ships and
wish me success?”
started a floating warehouse business.
Tt was a cold little hand that Billy
The company is now engaged in establishing eight floating warehouses of I held. The next moment l e went swinging down the path.
1.000 tons each in the harbor of Kobe.
Patty’s cheeks
were
burning crimson ns her enpe.
The ships are to be attended by three
All at once It came to her that Billy
launches of 1,000 tons capacity each.
realized her own mistaken reading of
The aquatic warehouses, being exempth?« past devotion and was sorry.
ed from extortionate rent and taxes,
Tr» nil her gay young life the girl
and largely free from the danger of
had never known the strange desolalire, in addition to many peculiar ad\ vantages consequential to their movation of the orecsent enveloping her like*
the shadows. Biltv had been a name
ble character shall he able. It is
to eon litre
claimed, to carry on the business at a
with—Billy always nenrbv
to smile at pyr»r fhe shoubler of some
much lower rate with greater facility,
providing a formidable enemy, in the other swain : Billy to call, when everting-- were h>ng and one too wpgry to
future, of their terrestrial cousins.—
entertain.
Ono was always sure of
East and West News.
understanding from Billy. Billy, who
hlm«elf could
never too weary
WAS MASTER OF PROFANITY to read aloud amuse,
or to sing, while she.
the selfish Patty, would sit
dozing near
Intimate of Great Editor Declares
the fin*.
Swearing Was More Than a Bad
was
In love, and Billy
.vow—Billy
Habit With Him.
was going to be married!
Of course
no girl
could he adamant enough to
Joseph Pulitzer, the famous blind
refuse him
Then she. Patty, must
founder of the New
YorkMVn^di was lose him forever. The loss of Billy
not always a purist in language.
At
would he an overwhelming thing. How
least so writes Charles Chapin, who
could she get
alon^ without him?
was
for 20 years city editor of the
At this point Patty cried. The couch
Evening World, in his autobiography, cushions
smothered her weeping, but
colled “Charles Chapin’s Story.”
the prostrate little form was shaken.
“Sometimes when I was reading to
Unsteadily, at last, the girl got to her
him he would become explosively profeet. She must go upstairs to her room,
fa n-*.”
writes Chopin.
“And how
before the family came.
Some one
shockingly that blind man could swear! was coming now.
Hurrying blindly,
With him profanity was more of an
Patty collided with that some one—It
art than a vice. Once when I had read
was Billy.
something to him that made him angry
In
a
businesslike manner Billy
with the writer’s stupidity he swore so
turned on the lights.
Determinedly
passionately and so loud and grew so he cnpped the girl's
trembling ehln in
choleric and red In the face that 1
his hands and looked Into her tear-wet
feared something inside of him might
face.
Then Billy's own face went
snap.
down to meet the other.
“Suddenly he checked himself and
“Glory!” he said, softly, “yon do
pricked up his ears. There were angry
care, after all. Oh. Patty, my darling,
voices in an adjoining room.
One of
yon have seemed so indifferent. There
his young sens was having a run-in
wasn’t any way that I could find
out
with his tutor and was forcibly telling
I Just had to know, so I gave
you a
what he thought of him.
A peculiar
Jolt to surprise you out of yourself.
expression, a mixture of annoyance
But. oh ! Patty—”
and amusement came over my employThat young lady leaned
comfortably
er’s countenance.
back against the gray tweed shoulder.
‘Dear me,’ he said, ‘I wonder where
“Well, you surprised me. all right,
that boy learned to swear.’
He didn’t
Billy," she said.
utter another oath during the remainof my visit.”
Mother’s Part
-oUncle Joe Cannon says there Is

j

The
dramatic
club
of
WeSt
Tremont is preparing a drama to be

truly pay him to-mor-

Or else he would die of starvation and

|

Friday evening.

grain—-he wished only

row—

Miss Goldie
Staples is at home
Mr.
and
parents,
again with her
Mrs. A. A. Staples.
Augustus Staples was at the Cove THE CLOCK WILL TICK IT AWAY.
this week stocking up with Christmas
(Nixon Waterman.)
presents to 0J1 the stockings.
William
Charles
'Stockbridge,
Burns and Ernest Sprague have had 'Mid the many tasks the years impose
their boats hauled out at Mackerel
j Come blithe and blissful times.
Cove.
Charles Staples. William Van And strewn through a world of rustic
Horn. Freeman Staples. Henry Johnprose
Walter
Dunham.
Cleveland
Are ripples of restful rhymes.
son.
Joyce and Adelbert Torrey have had But the joys we deem the dearest seem
their boats hauled out at Joyce's The shortest in their stay.
For we never can greet a day so sweet
Beach.
has
returned
Smack Crustacean
But the clock will tick it away.
her
of
season
to
from
last
the
trip
Away,
*
out
Rockland.
She will be hauled
The clock will tick it away.
for repairs.
But if pleasure must hurry so Qtiickly
David Stanley and wife are living
past.
at the house of Austin Scott at City
Then sorrow must do the same.
Point.
And a word of praise is sure to last
have reAs long as a word of blame.
Alden Joyce and family
And there's never a night so void of
tt rned home for the winter.
G.
Dec. 23.
r
j But light
-oit wakes to a golden day.
Islesford.
For we haven't a grief so broad or
|
the
district
Red
Miss Higgins,
brief
Cross nurse,
is here for another
But tire clock will tick it away.
week.
The people here wish it were
Away.
The clock will tick it away.
possible to keep her all the time.
Last Tuesday evening she gave an inDear M. B. Friends:
teresting talk at the chureh.
Schools closed Friday for ten days.
Yes, that is what the clock has
Earle Spurling. the grammar grade done to 1920.
Only a day or two
j
teacher, left Friday morning for more, and the wishes of ‘‘A Happy
|
Worcester. Mass., to spend his vaca- New Year” will be filling the air, and
tion with R. K. Stanley, who is teach- I those who have been
looking hack
ing there.
! over the past will, of necessity, be
The primary and grammar
grades : turning toward the future.
To each
gave an entertainment at the Neigh- ! and all who read or write for our
borhood house last
Thursday eve- column, I extend the hope and wish
ning. after which there was a Christ- | of the season—A Happy New Year.
mas tree and refreshments.
The en•
•
•
tertainment was one worthy of menIn looking for a clipping I wished
tion. and several
of the
children I to
find. I came across the following,
showed rare talent.
It spoke well I
the first issue of the M. B. Column
for
the
and
teachers,
certainly II over the signature with which
now
showed their efforts in the past few'
so
of you are familiar.
many
I
weeks of school.
thought, after more than twenty
Benjamin Moore is ill of a severe years, some of
would
be
you
interestcold.
ed to read that first column again:
Dec. 27.
S.
West Tremont.
Mrs. Eliza Rumill is spending
the winter with her son, Capt. J. H.
Rumill.
Otis "Walls has moved his family
home from the Batty Field, where he
lived during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Bunt left this
week for Arlington. Mass., to spend
the winter with their daughter, Mrs.
Ralph Shnonds.
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Bunt spent a
few days last week in Bangor and
Ellsworth.
MrS. Bodge of Searsport
returned with them.
A dance was given in K. of P. hall

set off to a miserly ant
if he'd keep him alive; if he’d

A

|

s

see

|

THE DIAMOND BRAND.

absolutely nothing
tion about the high

tn this agitaof living. He
says that years and years ago. when
he w as a poor, struggling
attorney out
In Illinois, he came
unexpectedly on
his two little girls, who were
discussing Just that question.
“I tell you.” said little
Helen, seven,
“daddy’s got to save.”
“Yeth,” answered her sister Milly,
five, who lisped a bit, “but mother’s
gotta DO!”
cost

SOLD BY DBLG01STS EVERYWHERE

AMAZED
AT

HER

Recovers

Suffered

Fifteen Years
From
*
(testion Rut Feels Fin,
<•
""
Taking Tanlac.

I

“All my
friends have been
PJ'
pressing surprise at mv «„!,T
improvement in health,
and
they ask me how I account *
hp°
tell them it is
1
entirely

X01

I

lac.

said Mrs. Anna

^ ^7

Mor"u

Hayward street. Manchester of 7
\ w
I

suffered so badlv from In'ri.
I Hon for fifteen
years." she
I “that no matter what I
d'
ate ,
hurt as though
Just
I
had
8W, j
molten lead, and 1 would
d
bloat
coul<1 scarcely get mv
!
liardly ever knew w hat it wa»
a
good night's sleep and
had to sit up for hours in
m,1
to get relief.
I was subject
tfuent
headaches that rointdeuw
prostrated me, and
( so
sometime* I
dizzy that 1 was in danger
I had intense
ing
,o
small of ray
back, especially ,,,
1
attempted to stoop over
1 s',,,!
little appetite that I seldom
wee,
the table at all. and i
became ve„
weak and miserable and
discouraged
But Tanlac soon change,]
ao
for It gave me such an
appetite
felt hungry all the time
that 1 could eat whatever I
without suffering from gas or
hum or pains tn the stomach heart
i
never troubled with
headaches or
dizzy spells now and the pains in
the
back have disappeared
altogether t
sleep so well at night that I have tn
be waked in the mornings and
I am
feeling stronger than I have tnr
several years.”
Tanlac Is sold In Ellsworth
by E
G. Moore, in Sullivan
by Dunbar
Bros., la Little Deer Isle by H Q
Eaton. In Ashvllle by C. C Small'
in South Bluebtll by M. B
Grindle’
and by' the leading
druggists
every town.—Advt.
s*.
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B QUININE

CASCARA
FOR

Cold*,

AND

Coojfc*^ “OM^
Neglected Colds

Take

no

are

J<>

Grippe

Dangerous

chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippo in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

sneeze.

—

in this form docs not
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

Quinine

affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

1

28th

YEAR

OLD FARMER’S

ALMANAC
Bj ROBERT B THOMAS

I92 I

FOR

Now on sale at all Booksellers and
Newsdealers

PRICE
New

England

!5

CENTS

New* Co., 93 Arch Stre-!.
Wholesale Dictributors

aomebodys
in luck |

this

evening \
Is

it

You?

You will find that the service of
T and K Tea in your home makes
the meal so much more enjoyable.
T and K Tea is so good—so popular
—almost all dealers hereabouts sell it.
Ask for T and K Tea.

+

_

yflftl

J ; ~pf^~j{ i
t:^fT
If4
J

SUPERBA is chuck full of that
delightful aroma, rich body and
exquisite flavor that makes a
cup of good coffee more to be

desired than riches-Bt breakfast
For similar enjoyment

SUPERBA TEAS AT EVENTIDE
Your dealer

can

supply.

MILLIKEN, TOMLINSON CO.,
IMPORTERS

Bereaved.

FRIENDS

Kill That Cold With

new

X

Ladle*! Ask jour Drugrrtat for
«'hl.fh«t.ter’» Diamond Braad.
Fill* in Red and (sold metallic'
I boxes, sealed
Blue Ribbon,
Take DO other Bur of roar v
Dranint. Ask f *€111.4 III:k.TER*8
DIAMOND BRAND FILLS, for t5
years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable

West Franklin.
In no previous year have the mails
been so heavy here, and the number
of family gatherings and Christmas
trees was more noticeable than ever
before.
The teacher. Miss Dyer, at
the Egypt district, and those who assisted her. deserve credit for the fine
entertainment given
in
connection
with the ChristmaB tree.
The "shutins" were kindly remembered by the
Daughters of Veterans.
George M. Whittaker of Orland,
who has been employed in Washington county several
months,
visited
his sister, Mrs. E. S. Coombs, on his
way home for the holidays.
Harry L. Hardison, who has employment at the fish hatcheVy at
Nashua. N. H.. is spending the holidays at home.
Fred Gray of Bar Harbor spent
Thursday with his little son Waldron,
who is here with his grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Coombs.
S. T. Goodwin is at
home
from
Tenants Harbor for the winter.
Evelyn Marston is at home from
North Jay for the holidays.
Cards have been received announcing the marriage at North Franklin
of MissEvelyn Collar and
William
Maher.
Miss Collar is one of our
most popular young ladies, and Mr.
Maher, during his visits in town, has
made many friends.
Misses Muriel and Elrena DeBeck.
who have spent their vacation here,
have returned to their duties in the
Belfast high sahoo).
Elwood Blakb of East brook was a
Christmas
at
the home of
guest
Alden Ryder.
William Luce of
Belfast
was
a
week-end guest at the home of Dr. S.
S. DeBeck.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Pinkham of Ellsworth were Christmas guests at the
home of Mrs. Pinkhatn’s parents. Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Coombs.
Mrs. Ellis Springer and children
are visiting relatives at Dexter.
Mrs. J. H. Osgood and children,
who have been visiting here several
weeks, returned to Bluehill Sunday.
They will soon leave for Philadelphia
for the winter.
Irvin Salisbury and family
spent
Christmas at Otis.

ROASTERS

PACKERS
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Portland, Maine.

ON THE LABEL
for vour table

CSUPEPBA

Superb

j
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Kind Old Uady—Poor man! And
are
you married?

Weary Tramp—No, lady. I wouldn’t
be relying on total
strangers for support if I ’ad a wife, lady.—Answers.

;
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surry.
School closed December
17, after
thirteen successful weeks
under the
instruction of Miss Madalene Sabins
of North Hancock.
The following
waa
Presented:
‘The
Child s Prayer,"
Leonard Carlysle.
Elmore Saunders. Bernard

luiJK PHYSIC
EVERY NIGHT

•
fly
*/

Carlysle
recitations. Alberta. VVillins, Roland
Taylor Bernice Taylor, Leo Cunningham, Hilda Taylor; dialogue,
George

Then She Heard of "FRUIT-A-TIVES"
and Cured Herself of Constipation

serving refreshments to pupils and
visitors.
This is Miss Sabins' first
school. 8tit the pupils made good
progress.
Pupils and parents are glad
to know that after two weeks'
vacation she will return for the winter
term.
Dec. 20.
L#
-o-*—
South Biuohill.
Alec Briggs and wife are
spending
■the winter with their daughter in
Fall River, Mass.
Harold Ladien and wife of Dorchester. Mass., are visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs.
B.
E.
Sylvester, jr.
At the Christmas sale by the
ladies' aid society, Dec. 16, the net
proceeds were about $30.
Miss Bertha Sylvester of this place
and Marion Peaslee of North Sedgwick were married by Rev. Mr. Sherman of North Sedgwick
Dec.
12.
Mrs. Peaslee is a general favorite,
and her many friends extend con-

Ashford, New York.
“I feel it my duty to tc'.l you what
‘Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets
did for me.
I tried several kinds of physic for
over three years ; and, of course,
while I took it every night my bowels
would move; but as soon as I stopped
taking physic, I would be constipated

and would have Piles terribly.
I heard of Fruit-a-tives’ and bought
Now I
one bos and took them.
am not troubled any more with
Constipation and no more Piles.
‘Fruit-a-tives’ did for me what no
other medicine ever did; they left
no after-effects, and now X do not
have to use physic.
I recommend T’ruit-u-tives’ to all
my friends’ ’.
Mrs. JOHN CAPOZZI.

to see

Ii

|

I
I
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Fremont
Patten
& Co. are converting the remains of their last
year's cut of box wood on the Soper
lot into pulp wood.
Raymond Hutchins and Maurice
Carter have been sawing
into firewood the blown-down trees on the
wood lot of J. M. Hutchins, which
was
practically ruined by fire two
years ago last spring.
Jennie Hatch is at home for a vacation from the Clark high school.
Dec. 20.
H.
—o-•—-

physician.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Triindy and Mrs.
Henrietta Hillings of Brewer, after

cently

;

noon.

North Orlnnil.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Gray attended
State grange at Lewiston.
They also
visited their sister, Mrs. Wlnnifred
Spencer, at V’eazie.
Mrs. Fred York is ill.
She was
taken to Rangor by automobile rea

weeks here,
two
home
returned
Wednesday.
H. W. White, while working in the
woods, cut one of his horses badly.
Dec. 27.
B.
-oEczema spreads rapidly; itching almost drives you mad.
For quick relief,
Doan's Ointment is well recommended
60c at all drug stores.

The sign suspended in a
florist’s
window projected its appeal to the
eyes of Henry Waiters, riding by at
the moment in a street car, a pucker
of wrinkles between his highly arched
brows.
He had been thinking, wondering
2f.th Maine regiment,
during the how In thunder to
( lvil war.
say it, when, presHe was a caulker by
trade.
Capt. George H. Tapley of to change, there was the sign, “Say
west Brooksville, nearly a
It With Flowers.”
year the
junior of Mr. Green, is now the
And what was It Henry Walters
holder of the cane.
Capt. Tapley wanted to say? Jus this: “My darhas tile cane hung on the wall
in his
ling Mirabel, for going o five years I
large living-room, as he is as straight have
been calling on you Wednesdays
in bearing and as
steady in his legs and
Sundays, and, of late, on Fridays,
as when he commanded
some of the
also.
I love you passionately, devotfinest square-riggers of his time.
Lewis W. Blodgett, who has been edly, Will you be mine and share with
coasting between New York and Bos- me whatever is left over of a school
ton. has returned home, his vessel
teacher’s salary after paying a 50
having been hauled up for the winter. per cent increased
rent, a 102 per cent
Miss Ruth E. Tapley is visiting her
Increased grocery bill, and goodness
grandmother, Mrs. Lizzie McFarland,
knows how much increased amounts
at Brooklin.
George O. Tapley, after spending for sundries?”
Christmas with his grandparents,
Henry got off at the next block and
Capt. and Mrs. George H. Tapley, re- walked back. His problem now was
turned Monday to Portland, where he
to select those blossoms which wTould
is attending high school.
adequately describe the various shades
Wallace A. Stevens has returned
of his feeling toward Mirabel.
home from Rumford Falls, where he
Five minutes later Henry glanced
has been employed in the pulp mills
at his watch. He could still reach Mirsince August.
abel’s at the usual time.
David R. Black of Belfast spent
Coincident
Christmas and Sunday with friends
with the Idea hove in sight a messenin Brooksville.
ger boy.
Henry beckoned to him and
Dec. 27.
“Tomson.”
handed him the box of flowers.
“Take this to 33 Wayland avenue,”
Bernard
he said, “and—got a message form
Edmund Reed, jr„ of
the
East j with
you?” The boy fished in his pockMaine Conference seminary is spendets and produced one.
Under the arc
ing the Christmas recess at home.
light Henry wrote diligently, sealed
Miss Lela Gordon, the grammar
the result and handed It back. Then,
teacher, has gone to her home at
West Sullivan, and Miss Robbins to “By George!” he said to himself, “I
Southwest Harbor, for their vacation.
may as well get rid of these books,
There was a Christmas tree and
too. Instead of lugging them up to
general good time for the children at
i Mirabel’s.”
Community hall Friday evening.
So presently the boy. with two bunRev. O. L. Olsen was unable to
dles,-two addresses aiu? a fair-sized
come from Bangor Saturday so there
were no services at the church Suntip, sauntered away. ...
day.
Promptly at 7:55. Uen,rv, palpitnntLittle Adelina, Qross, who is a crip- i.V expectant, entered 33
JYyyiand aveple as u result of infantile paralysis, nUBhas received, many little tokens and
It developed, tliat Mis? Thompson
gifts from fribnds. which she appreciwas In and waiting for him—a very
ates very much.
They have helped
haughty figure, in spite of a certain
to pass away the hours while her
more fortunate brother and
sisters tearlness about the eyes and a tremwere at school.
hling of her kissable mouth.
Dec. 27.
“Here's your note—and I sent your
“Will o’ Wisp."
-o! horrid old packages right back. GoodWoman lovea a clear, rosy complex- by forever.”
ion.
Burdock Blood Bitters is spien
Henry pulled his hat down over his
did for purifying the bljj^i, clearing the
eyes and started for home across
skin, restoring sound digestion. All
town.
druggists sell it. Price, >1.25.
An hour later he unlocked the door
of his room. As he did so his landlady puffed up the stairs with a large
Subscribe for The American.
burden.
“A boy brought this just before supper time," she panted.
"All right, never mind.” Henry said,
gently but wearily. He saw it all now.
The hoy had balled things up—had
brought the flowers here and taken
the books to Wayland avenue. Wait
—what were the titles of those books?
Dimly he recalled the titles:
“Economical
Recipes,” “How to
Make One Dollar Do the Work of
Two," “Home Dressmaking."
Henry mopped his brow. And there
was yet another.
What, oh, what was
Good Lord!
it?
“Every—every—>’
“Every Wife Can Be a Wage Earner.”
And he who believed that woman's
sphere was in the home! He groaned
and hurled his face in his hands. For
suddenly he remembered the note he
had sent:
"Dear Mirabel:
“These tell you better than I the
thoughts of you Which are in my
Let them speak for me the
heart.
words I dare not Uttar. Hopefully,
“HENRY."

South Penobscot.
Rev. C. A. Smith on
Wednesday
shot a wild goose measuring five feet
two inches from tip to tip.
He w'as
indebted for his success to Guy Condon. who skillfully managed the gunning boat so as to make the bag of
this' fine bird possible.
who is attending
Amy Grindle,
school at Castine, is at home for the
Christmas recess.
L.
Dec. 22.

j

West Brooksvillo.
Mrs. Seth Blodgett is in Sargentville visiting her parents.
James Green, late of North Brooksville, holder of the gold-headed cane
as
the town's oldest citizen since
June 20. 1914, died recently at the
nine
of
age
eighty-nine
years,
months. He was a corporal in Co. H,

EQUALITY

Puff—puff—his landlady again. Tap
—tap—
“Telephone, Mr. Walters."
In three leaps he was downstairs.

American women recently enjoyed, for the first time,
the privilege of voting on a national scale. The dream
that has inspired womanhood through the ages has
been fulfilled.
The
half

Grange conferred this equality

upon

Yes—a teary voice was at the other
She had regretted
end of the wire.
her hastiness—perhaps It was all a
mistake—and anyway, her father said
such thrift was all too uncommon In
young men today—would he forgive
her and come back?
More passionately than the Richmond roses, he poured his heart Into
the transmitter.
“Oh, Mirabel, darling. It was all a
mistake, but It isn’t a mistake to say
I love you, I adore you, I worship
you. And I am coming right up to ex-

woman

century ago. It was the first great national
to
body
grant women the same rights and responsibilities as men. Much of its success has been due to
the heed it has given to the deep sympathies, the clear
understanding and the instinctive justice of women.
I

a

granting this equality the
Grangs holds to its purpose of fostering home life. It always has considered a satisfactory and wholesome
In

home life the basis of all sound c:tizenshijr. It realizes the great part
woman plays in the making of such
home life, and gives her a wider opport unity to display her talents.
The faith and vision that have
marked the Grange through the
years are undimmed. It offers to farm
men and women alike a splendid field
for service and improvement.

Let

us

JOHN F.

add, TKE COUNTRY GEN-

plain."

TLEMAN abo stands for the fullest

On the way to Wayland avenue,
Henry drew exquisite breaths of anticipation. In his left hand he bore a
large cardboard receptacle whose con-

and finest development of farm life,
It seeks to inspire and help by stories
of success. It is not alone a magazine
of the btrincss of farming ard home
buildin'', but one of entertainment
also. The whole family will enjoy
its clean fiction, its cheery “Brighten
the Comer” page, its clever jokes
A year’s subscripand cartoons.
tion—52 ;ssues—is spendid value for
$1.00. Let our secretary mail your
order today.

Hancock County Pomona

EMMA A. BOWDEN, Secretary

corroborate his recent
tents would
statements. Their purchase wasn’t a
total loss. But why. oh, why, when he
method
was racking his brain for a
of telting his love, hadn’t he thought
of the telephone!

No. 13
Grange, Penob.cot,

.....

WOOD, Master.Surry,
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Maine, R. F. D. 4
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Then there was
Marion and Oscar.
also Katherine, who was a baby of
fifteen months when the twins arOne
rived, and Victoria, the oldest.
day father Bradley was accosted by
Victoria.
“Father, you are partial to Katharine and favor her too much."
"Victoria.” he returned, “I always
feel sorry for her. She was the baby
for such a short time.”
“Well,” answered Victoria, “what do
She was the
you think of Marion?
baby for only 15 mfnutes.”

success

%

This famous old remedy has a nation-wide
reputation for splendid
results.
Thousands of grateful users everywhere recommend
it for
Sore
Coughs, Colds,
Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains,
and numerous other aches and ills.
The faithful family friend for more
than a century. At all druggists and
general Btores. Price 25 and 50c.

Bluehill.

FARM STATISTICS,

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
As the sands of time continue on
their endiess journey to the great unknown. once again the Divine Master,
in His infinite wisdom, has seen fit to
remove from our midst one of our oldest and most respected members; be it
That in
Resolved,
the
death
of
Brother
Thomas
Wescott.
Halcyon
grange and the community
lose
one
whose example in life we all could follow. as an honest man is the noblest
work' of God.
This saying has been
exemplified in the life of Brother Wescott.
In his dealings with his fellowmen he was always honest and just.
We shall miss his
genial face from
among us, but should think of him as
having completed his life work here on
earth and at last been taken to that
paradise above not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens, to receive his
reward as a true patron; be it further
Resolved.
That we extend our sincere sympathy to the family: that our
charter be draped
in
mourning for
thirty days, a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, also spread upon,
our records, and sent to the paper for

Figures for Maine Reported by Census

-o-

Dedham.
Mrs. Maud Webber of Bangor is
visiting her uncle, ,1. F. Cowing.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Sylvester
of Auburn. Miss Ethel and Clyde McLaughlin of Quincy. Mass., and Miss
Bernice
McLaughlin of Portland,
spent the holidays with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McLaughlin.
Richard Emery of Calais visited
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Weaver, last week.
Weddings of interest to people of
Holden and Dedham are those of
Everett A. Cook of Holden and Miss
Eva M. Emery of Dedham, in Bangor
on December 20. and Richard Emery
and Miss Alta M. Black, both of Dedham, in Calais December 24.
The
young people are popular in both
towns, and have many friends who
wish them much happiness.
Both
young men were in service overseas
A reception was
during the war.
held for Mr. and Mrs. Cook at their
home in Dedham December 25.
Dee. 27.
B.

April 15, 1910,

Seal Cove.
Haynes & Whitney’s
men and teams arrived December 20
to commence the winter operation on
*
the Heath lot.
Mrs.
Abbie
Ober
and
Frank
Turner, both of Center, were married
December 18.
They have the hearty
good wishes of their friends.
Mr.
and Mrs. Turner went at
once
to
Bluehill, where Mr. Turner is em-

Whitcomb,

The value of all dairy products, excluding home use of milk and cream,
was $17,772,370;
of eggs,
$5,487,542; and of chickens raised in 1919,
$2,328,329.
—-n--

West Hancock.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brown have returned from a visit with his daughter, Mrs. Elmer Fernald, at Franklin.
Christmas was observed the last
day of school. Mrs. Emogene Peaslee, the teacher, had a Christmas tree
for the pupils.
Marcia L. Mifliken of
Brunswick
spent Christmas with her grandmother, Mrs. Mary S. Milliken.
Mrs, Minerva W. Rich and son
Kenneth were Christmas guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Milliken.
Charles Murch has enlisted in the
army, and left Friday for South Carolina.
W. K. Springer of Dexter spent the
past week at his old home here.
Friends of Edgar Butterfield are
pleased to see him out again, after a
severe illness.
Miss Anna L. Norris of
Banffor,
who has been visiting relatives here,
has returned home.
Dec. 27.
M. M. M.

Schools closed December 22, for
the holiday recess.
The pupils of
Miss L. M. Heath’s school at Center
enjoyed a Christmas treat.
Miss Gladys Swasey arrived home
from Gouldsboro Thursday,
accompanied by a sister. Mrs. Adelle McDonald, who remained for the holi-

days.
James R. Kelley, who is employed
in Brunswick as brick-layer, is spending the holidays with his family here.
Dec. 27.
N.

Egypt.

|

-o-

Miss Isabelle A. Jordan went to
Christmas
dinner
Bangor to take
with her niece. Mrs. Adelbert Kelley.
Dec. 27.
B.

A

107,210.

raised, 1,908,466.

ployed.

Waltham.
The teacher, Miss Isabelle A. Jordan. and her pupils, gave an interesting Christmas concert at the schoolhouse Friday afternoon.
The pupils
had a large tree loaded with
gifts
and a visit from Santa.
The room
was very artistically decorated.
The
parents and friends and superintendent report a very enjoyable after-

was

The total number of cattle is 300,747. including 33,47 4 beef cattle and
cattle.
267,273 dairy
Dairy cows
alone number 175,425.
The value
reported for all cattle is $18,270,810; the total value of dairy cows,
$12,847,993, an average of $73,24
each.
The number of cattle in 1910
was 224,622.
There are
119,471
sheep in the State, valued at $1,191,780, an average of $9.9S per head.
The number of sheep in 1910 was
149,934.
The 91,204 swine are valued at
$1,938,125.
The total production of milk in
1919 was 77.67 6.8S1 gallons, as compared with 69,784,455
gallons in
1909.
The production of
wool in
1919 was 665.453 pounds; of honey,
209,072 pounds; of eggs,
9,977,349
dozen; and the number of chickens

-o-

Seawall
Peter Benson has had electric
lights installed in his home.
Misses Margaret Dolliver, Addie
Brown and Agnes Ward are home tor
the holidays.
W. L. Turney and J. F. Hallisy,
who have been installing electric machinery at the radio station, left for
Boston. Dec. 22.
Harlan Harper joined his wife here
for the holidays.
School closed Thursday
for
ten
The teacher has gone to her
days.
home at Franklin.
Dec. 27.
T. E. D.

Huron li.

The number of farms in Maine, according to the recent census, is 4S,227.
These farms contain 5,425,968
acres, of which 1,977,329 acres are
improved. Since 1910, the number
of farms has decreased 19.6 per
cent;
the total acreage, 13.8 per cent; and
the improved acreage. 16.2 per cent.
The value of all farm property is
$270,526,733, as compared
with
$199,271,98S in 191o, an increase of
3 5.7 per cent.
The value of land
and buildings is
$204,108,971: of
implements and machinery, $26,637,660; and of live stock, $39,780,102.
The value of all crops for Maine in
1919 was $100,152,324.
The total
value of cereals was $5,616,507; of
hay and forage. $29,568,372; of potatoes, $52,339,514; of other vegetables, $5,342,387; and of fruits and
nuts, $6,759,077.
As compared with
1910. the total value of crops shows
an increase of 200 per cent.
Of the 48,227 farms in Maine, 44,103 report live stock.
Horses- are
reported by 40,253, mules by 264,
cattle by 41.239, sheep by 8.829, and
The number of
hogs by
27,996.
horses in Maine is 94,350, 90,724 of
these two years old and over.
The
total value reported
for
horses is
$15,980,681, an average of $169.38.
The number of horses on
per head.

publication.

noon.

Truly a Short Reign.
The Bradley family possessed twins,

Dear Secretary: I’m glad to see the Grang" being pushed with good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
The COUNTRY Gentleman for a year
52 weekly issues. Please forward my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

(My Name)—

Over IOO years of

PILLS'^

North Penobscot.
Estelle
Leach
entertained- the
ladles' aid society Wednesday after-

50c. a bos, 6 for $2 50, trial size 25c.
Atdeabraor from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENfcBUKG, N. Y.

A Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External use

BEECHAM’S

gratulations.
Dec. 20.

Three Cardinal Virtues
(©, 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

in

MRS. JOHN CAPOZ2I

provided prompt and
proper performance
proves promise.
Beecham’s Pills are
used by peopfe all
over the globe and
have the largest sale
of any medicine in
the world!

Carter,
Earl
Cunningham, Basil
Smith.
A peanut
hunt furnished
fun for all present.
Roland Taylor
won the first prize. The teacher
gave
each pupil a present.
Hilda and
Bernice Taylor assisted the teacher

uSKaua-SK I

r»:
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rr

O Peop!e prefer pills.

|
|

Partridge Cove.
daughter was born to Mr. and |
Carter last week.

Mrs. Joseph
George McDonald and Kenneth j
Young made a business trip to Ban- !
gor last week.
j
Neil Walker, who is employed in j
Bangor, was at home for Christmas.
School closed Tuesday, after a successful term taught by Mrs. Elvira
Young. She gave a little entertainment and a tree for the pupils.
home for
Persis Young was at
Christmas.
Mrs.
Alice
Young enFriday night
Naturally.
tertained a
neighborhood party at
“There Is one Industry which needs cards.
“Hubbard.”
Dec. 27.
to keep on the Jump.”
|
-o|
“What is ihtit?”
!
Subscribe for The American.
“Hop growing.”

Neva and Harvard
l.inscott
of
Hancock are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
S. H. Savage.
Mrs. Amos N.
Clarke returned
Tnursday from Exeter, N. H., where
she had been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Charles L. Doloff.
Marion R. West, who is teaching at
Bar Harbor, is spending the Christinas vacation with her parents, F. W.
West and wife.
A pleasant evening was passed at
the
sehoolhouse
Christmas
eve.
where the teacher. Miss Dyer, with
the help of the
children,
gavo a
pleasing program. A Christmas tree
was generously laden with gifts and
corn
The school will close
bags.
Friday, after a successful term.
Dec. 27.
S.

Perpetual Blocmer.
It may not be generally known, but
It is a fact that the lemon tree of
California blossoms throughout the
year, so that buds, blossoms und fruit
in all stages of ripening are to be seen
on the tree at the same time.
-o-—

After Studying the Sparrow.
We spend considerable lime observing the English sparrows and studying tlielr character and have about
reached the conclusion that, even If
that well meaning but misguided British cousin had hail sense enough not
to bring them over, they would have
somehow
here
got
anyway.—Ohio
State Journal.

<tbc <£listoortb American

LOBSTERS

DECREASING.

Taking of "Shorts" Causes Shortage

of Lobsters.
Horatio D. Crie of Rockland, director of sea and shore fisheries, declares that Maine Is suffering from a
shortage of lobsters and will continue
to suffer until the fishermen themselves realize the necessity of doing
all in their power to
the
protect
W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager.
small lobsters and the large producing lobsters.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
“If a straight nine-inch law should
Ok. year .«.*0 go into effect in Maine within the
Ai mouth* .$1.00 next few years, you would probably
Thr«« months .80c see the industry depleted to such an
■tagle Copies .Sc extent that one-half of the fishermen
would have to go out of business and
Business communications should be the other half would hardly be able
addressed to, and checks and money tc exist." said Mr. Crie.
made
“Instead of Maine boasting of her
orders
to
Hancock
payable
Co.,
County
Publishing
Ellsworth, lobster industry she would be telling
of the past and of the mistakes she
Maine.
made when the nine-inch law was
passed, and instead of having an in■WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 29.1920 dustry capable of
supporting 3.500
! families comfortably, it would not be
able to furnish
more
than
1,000
"Back to the farm!’’
A Colorado
families with the necessities of life,”
man suggests a law allowing every
continued Mr. Crie.
farmer two wives, while men of the
“That was the history four years
Massachusetts
towns and cities shall be limited to after
adopted the
nine-inch law and more than one-half
or.e.
the fishermen had to go out of business because they could not make a
Approximately $2,300,000,000 is living wage lobster fishing. A ninethe estimate of Secretary of the inch gage prevents the lobsters from
Treasury Houston as the cost of car- breeding once because lobsters do not
rying out the provisions of the sol- come to maturity until about ten and
one-half inches long on the coast of
diers' bonus bill.
Can the country Maine and if
they are caught when
afford to assume such an additional nine inches long they will not have a
chance to breed.
Then the only lobburden at this time?
sters we will have to rely on to keep
the
are
the lobsters that
supply
It is no secret along the Maine up
have been wise enough
heretofore
coast that the short-lobster law Is
not to enter the traps.
more honored in the breach than in
“Lobster fishermen are skilled
in
the observance.
But now. according theit; vocation and know just how to
construct
their traps to
catch
the
to Commissioner Crie of the sea and
greatest number.
They also know
shore fisheries, the lobstermen are
just what kind of bait is most temptbeginning to feel the effects of their ing to the ravenous appetite of the
short-sighted policy in destroying the lobster. With the improved methods
^‘shorts.”
Commissioner Crie says of catching in lobsters the chances of
a
sufficient number
the
escaping
that the Maine lobsters are steadily
traps to keep up the supply is an abdecreasing, and unless the lobster surd idea and a nine-inch law is disfishermen themselves do something astrous as has already been demonpromptly to protect the "short" and strated in Massachusetts.
“Can we afford after the experialso the seed lobsters, the industry
ence we have had in certain sections
will soon he wiped out entirely.
of the Maine
coast
to take
any
chances with the future supply? One
The government faces a gross de- fisherman told me that he handled
and secured one legal
ficit of something like *2,100.000,- fifty-two traps
lobster, while another said when he
000 for the present fiscal year, or got fifteen
pounds of lobster out of
about *1,000,000,000 greater than 150 traps, that it was an average
Isn't this an object lesson on
the previous estimate, according to catch.
the Maine coast and does it not show
Secretary of the Treasury Houston.
what
a steady traffic in illegal
plainly
The announcement was a surprise to lobsters will do?
You cannot sell
the Senate finance committee, before every lobster that gets into the trap
which Secretary Houston made the regardless of sixe and expect the supply to last, in fact,
cannot kill
statement.
He
warned
Congress them all and have you
more for
any
against placing a heavier burden future supply. Nature did not proupon the treasury department, speak- vide for any such slaughter as man.
ing especially of the soldiers' bonus with his death-dealing device, the
lobster trap, but it did provide an
proposition, which would require an
abundance of eggs to take care of the
outlay of approximately *1.500.000.- waste caused by the natural enemies,
000.
He also objected to the revival fish, birds, etc.,
which
devour the
of the war finance corporation, which lobsters' fry by the millions."
Published
HV BRI
AFTERNOON
WEDNESDAY
•
at
MAINE
ELLSWORTH.
by the
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

■would necessitate the launching of a
new borrowing campaign, for which
the people of the country are in no
humor.
-0-

"Maine

potato-growers

are
in a
because of the slump in
the price of potatoes, which spells
disaster for many of them.
They
fcave appealed to Congress to place
sorry

way

embargo on potatoes from Canada, in the hope of bolstering up the
.market.
The
Aroostook
potatogrowers are experiencing the inevitable consequences of a bad market in

■

an

one-crop section.
Many of them
now are saying they will
cut
their
half next year.
The
acreage in
Aroostook potato-growers
are
not
i?ood losers.
True, many of them
ire
hard hit; to many the present
market means ruin.
But if. during
1917 and 1918, when potatoes soared
a

prices beyond their rosiest dreams,
the/ had laid by a reserve fund to
meet the
inevitable drop to more
normal conditions, they would have
to

fceen more than prepared to meet the
losses of this
The
farmers
year.
must not forget that they are not the
only losers by a falling market after
i-bnormal war-tim-> prices.
-oChristmas at Methodist

Church.
At the Methodist church last Sunday morning, the pastor. Rev. R. H.
j; le, preached from the text. Luke
1-10. making special reference to the
t.iree titles
given
therein—Christ,
-.o. d and Saviour.
In the evening a pageant,
“No
oom in the Inn," was presented to
; a audience which
well
filled the
i.:rch. the Baptist
people closing
t leir church and uniting for the serA
ce.
The program:
«

js. nthem
£

.Choir

ripture reading .Pastor
rayer .Rev. J. B. Coy
nthem.Choir

Pageant:
J irst deaconess.Mrs. Colin Jordan
%•
-cond deaconess. Miss Minerva Jordan
aird deaconess, Mrs. Frank R. Wescott
J ourth deaconess
.Miss Bernice Estey
adonnA .Mrs. W. T. Lunt
l ather
Frank R. Wescott
Z wing woman, Mrs. Everett A. Carter
l ame boy.Otis Lunt
^ed minister.Julius ..Young
ich man.Albert Garland
lysician .Howard Lunt
le sick woman. Miss Frances Clossor
*
"phans .Ruth and Alliston Lunt
V-ie three Magi, Albert Garland, Howard Lunt, Julius Young
rol singers. Miss Annie Emery, Mrs
William Pomroy. Miss
Mollie Sargent, W. E. Brann
*
ganist .Mrs. W. E. Branr
>peal for Deaconess hospital. Pastor
< .fenng
J .them
.Choir
I nediction
.Pastor
-O-

Human Bouquet.
Mountain Telegram
A

Mis*
Rocky
T'.omas was a lovely picture in rose
I ik organdy with hat to match. She
<
rried an armfui of pink gladiators.—
§ -stop Transcript.
—

“HOSS” TALK WON

AT

THE

Week’s

Coming

STATE or

DIRIGO.
Bill

Offers

Some

Strong Photoplays.

When Brave Men Forgot Bitter*
ness of Civil War.

Chlvalraua
"Rtb"
and
Captured
"Yank" Lived to Shake Hande
at Cloee of the Strife.

Capt. W. S. Tough was one of the
outstanding—I might almost say ro-

mantic—characters of thoae stirring
times, since the story of his life would
make fiction lame, writes Frank S.
Hastings In the Breeder's Gazette. He
stood over six feet, built in proportion,
a bom horseman and a dead shot.
He
was In the secret s*Yvice of the government during the Civil war and a
United States marshal Immediately
following, when the reaction from war
and the great flow westward brought
him into action with outlaws and bad
men generally.
He became one of the
famous peace officers of the border
through his cool, picturesque courage.
I saw much of him as a boy on his
breeding farm near to my father's, and
later (In 1880) in Denver, where he
owned a horse sale bam, making a
specialty of single and team roadsters,
much in demand at that time. I was
lonely, and he Invited me to spend my
spare time exercising his horses on the
Denver speedway, under instructions
not to let anything pass me.
He had a
genius for mating teams with striking
effects, producing matched, mismatched, showy gaits and nohhy turnouts.
All his drivers dressed the part. When
he drove himself—and he often drove
—it was worth going to see. He was
the best driver I have ever known.
Often when we spent the evening In
his office he would grow reminiscent.
I recall one of his stories.
In the war he was on secret service
on some Important mission in Missouri,
near Bee Creek.
He was captured by
a band of guerrillas.
It was nearly
dusk when they reached camp.
He
was turned over to a drumhead courtmartial.
The trial lasted a few minutes ; the verdict was. ‘Spy; penalty,
death.'
Turning to him, the leader
said: ‘Yank, would you rather be shot
before or after supper?" to which the
•aptaln replied, “I always did think a
lot of my belly,” adding. "Say, ‘Reb,’
•hat dun hoss of yours Is the best I
ever saw.
Suppose you make It sunrise; I'd like to die looking at him.”
‘‘All right," said the "Reb"; "come
and eat." At supper the talk drifted
onto horses, and the quality of the
Ulssourl horse, then, as now, their
pride. “Reb," said the captain. "If
you ever miss than dun hoss you can
Juat figure my spirit has got astride
and gone with him."
They tied the captain to a log.
-owith the "Reb" on guard; the fire
Deputies.
burned down to the faint glimmer
Sheriff Ward
W. Wescott
an-1
of coals through ashes, and he fell
nounces the appointment of the following deputy sheriffs for Hancock asleep, awakeniDg to find his hands
for
the
term
county,
beginning and feet free and the sentry nodding
over the smoldering fire.
January 1, 1921:
He craw-led
Elvin A. Silsby. Aurora.
behind a bush, took off his shoes, carChandler M. W|>aon, Buck sport.
rying them In his hand, and made
Fred J. Perkins. Brooksville.
tils getaway.
Ten minutes later a
(P. O. West Brooksville.)
shot rang out tn the woods, followed
Rodney W. Smith. Brooklin.
Walter E. Stover. Bluehill.
shortly by more shots. When mornGeorge E. Clark. Bar Harbor.
ing came he hid for that day. The
George M. Perkins. Castine.
next morning found him at the MisAlonzo J. Bryant. Cranberry Isles.
souri river, which
he swam to the
(P. O. Islesford.)
Kansas side. After the war the capGeorge W. Brewster. Dedham.
tain hunted up the “Reb,” gave him
Paul W. Scott. Deer Isle.
Fred A. Patten, (turnkey). Ellsworth
a mighty good horse, and a big boot,
Vernon G. Haslam. Eastbrook.
for
the
dun.
“Yank,” said “Reb.”
Samuel A. Bragdon. Franklin.
“that hoss talk of yours did the work;
James A. Hill. Gouldsboro.
I thought It was a shame to shoot a
(P. O. West Gouldsboro.)
lad who loved a hoss like you did.
William B. Richards, Mount Desert.
and after all. you was only doing your
(P. O. Northeast Harbor.)
duty." As he ended his story, the
Irving R. Saunders. Orland.
Archer L. Bridges. Penobscot.
captain said, “They call me ‘nutty’
Otis H. Ingalls. Tremont.
about a horse, but every time I look
(P. O. West Tremont.)
at my wife and babies I think, after
all. a hoss gave them to me, and, nexFrom the I Jaw Court.
The law court has sustained the to them, a hoss comes first.”
I verdict for plaintiff in the action
brought by Mrs. N. W. Ladd of
Killing Weeds With Paper.
Bucksport against Earl R. White as
The apparent success of the Eckart
administrator of the estate of George
E. Patterson.
Mrs. Ladd sued to re- orocess In cultivating sugar cane has
been the subject of much discussion,
cover for meals
furnished
Mr.
to
Patterson and his wife.
The case
according to the Tech Engineering
was tried at the October term. 1919,
News, since experiments on large
the jury returning a verdict for plainareas have Indicated that the cost of
tiff for $1,205.24. The rescript from
growing the cane can be reduced from
the law court is as follows:
50 to 70 per cent and the crop In
This was
I
an
action
on
account
j brought to recover for meals furnished creased by ten tons an acre, which Is
j to George E. Patterson, and to his wife. equivalent to one ton of raw sugar
Fannie
B.
Patterson.
There
is
no
After the field hgs been planted It Is
question of law involved or presented
covered with a peculiar asphalt paper
to the court for its consideration.
The
that will withstand six weeks of
defendant seeks a new trial upon the
weather and that at the same time Is
customary grounds,
relying entirely
soft enough to allow the sharp grow
: upon questions of fact.
The familiar
and
well-established
Ing points of the sugar cane to hreak
j rule must be observed, that this court through. The cane grows more vig
j will not set aside a jury verdict upon orously and the weed seeds sprout at
j questions of fact unless it is shown once, hut the weeds are quickly
J that there was a manifest error in the blanched and withered by the black
j verdict or that it was the result of
covering. The paper is made by cook
bias or prejudice.
In the case at bar
:ng pulp for 12 hours with lime unde,
the defendant has failed to sustain the
burden laid upon him by this rule.
pressure and then after a few days
Motion overruled.
"tinning It out on the paper mnchitn
-oj and treating it with asphalt.
Fire at Aurora.
i
The house and store of Howard
Singular Custom.
I Crosby at Aurora were burned SunIt Is a custom In Berwickshire. Eng
i day night. The fire started from an
; over-heated
stove, and had made
land, and other parts of Great Brit! some headway before it was discov- j ain. among women workers in the field.
;
i ered.
!
when their backs become much tired
A large part of the household furby bowing low down while singling
l niture and stock in the store was |
saved.
The house and store were | turnips with short-shanked hoes, to lie
| connected. A shed and barn were | down with their faces to the ground,
; saved.
j allowing others to step across the lowThe loss is estimated at $3,000.
er part of their hacks, on the lumbar
There was an insurance of $2,000,
region, with one foot, several times,
i until the pain of fatigue is removed.
Catarrh Can Be Cured
Burton. In his “First Footsteps In
Catarrh ia a local dlseaae greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
Fast Africa.” narrates a very similar
It
therefore requires
constitutional treat*
ment.
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE j custom In females who lead the camels,
is taken Internally and acts
through on feeling fatigued, and who “Ue at
• the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
full length, prone, stand upon each othth«
HALL’S
CATARRH
Sygtein.
MEDICINE destroys the foundation of er’s back, trampling and kneading, with
the disease, gives the patient strength
by
their toes, and rise like giants reimproving the general health and assists
nature in doing its work,
freshed.” This custom Is called “JogDruggists. Circulars free.
i
si” in Africa : In England It Is “straightF. J. Cheney St Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
ening the back.”

f>y

The flrst full week at Ellsworth's
new
picture house, the Dlrtgp, has
brought to Ellsworth picture-lovers
a realisation of the fact that not one
or
two nights a week, but every
night, the Dirigo Is offering a worthwhile picture.
The coming week offers another
complete week of “features.” This
evening the picture is Jack London's
"The Star Rover.” a powerful drama
of the unseen.
Thursday evening. Eugene O'Brien
will
in
appear
“Broadway and
Home.” In this picture is shown one
of the biggest night scenes ever reproduced in motion pictures.
The
scene shows the blowing up of a
yacht after it had crashed on the
rocks after a terrific storm. In order
to create the desired
effect, a new
double generating
set. the
largest
owned by any motion picture company. and the entire fire department
of Gloucester were used.
Friday, the flrst of the First National bills will be presented.
“The
Temperamental Wife" will be the

picture.
Saturday there will be

,n,.,“ld

,of

p.

New Year
bill, with matinee at 2.30.
George
Walsh will appear in "From Now
On
The picture tells the story of
the duping of a young man who has
just come into a fortune, and of his
efforts to regain the money out of
which he has been swindled.
Dave
Henderson,
that
finding
Booky
Sharvan and Martin Tydeman have
robbed him. deliberately burglarizes
the latter's
home.
Henderson
is
“framed” and sent to prison for a
term of years.
From the moment of
his release he is shadowed day and
night by both the men of the underworld and the police, in efforts to
discover the
whereabouts of the
money. Nor until the very last scene
does the action let up.
Monday will offer a Maine play by
a
Maine author—Holman F. Day's
“The Red Lane."
Tuesday will be another First National day,
and
next
Wednesday
David Belasco's "Polly.with a Past”
will be presented.
The hours at the Dirigo have been
changed to 7.30 in the evening, with !
matinee Saturday at 2.30.—Advt.
a

U-

To

MAlSE.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Notice it hereby given that the fol1 owing appointment* have been mad*
the Probate Court within and for
the County of Hancock. State of Maine:
Luciilua A. Emery, late of El la worth.
co.unt>'' deceased. Anne C. E.
Alllnson of Providence.
Khode Island
appointed executrix of the iaet will and
testament of said deceased;
date
of
qualification December 7. A. D. 1920
Not being a resident of the State of
Maine, she has appointed Hannibal E.
Hamlin of Ellsworth. Hancock county.
M*lnc. her agent In said State
of Maine as the law directs.
Henry Whitmore, late of Verona. In
said county, deceased.
Charles Whitmore of said Verona, appointed executor of the last will and testament of
said deceased; date
of
qualification
December 7. A. D. 1920.
Merrill D. Chatto. late of
Surry, in
said
deceased.
county,
Byron H.
Chatto. of Akron. Ohio, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification Dec. 8. A.
1920.
Not being a resident of the
State of Maine, he has appointed
Harry
L. Crabtree
of
Ellsworth.
Hancock
county. State of Maine, as his agent in
said State of Maine, as the law afreets
George *A. Springer, late of Hancock.
In said county,
deceased.
Edwin
S
Springer of said Hancock, appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification December
7. A. D. 1920.
John W. Fickett. late of Franklin, in
said
deceased.
county,
Elmore
E
Fickett of Ellsworth, in said county,
appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased; date of qualification
November 23. A. D. 1920.
Robert E. Wood.
late
of
Mount
Desert, in said county, deceased. G. B.
Wood of said Mount Desert, appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased, date of qualification November
30. A. D. 1920.
Avelia S. Holmes, late of Southwest
Harbor, in said county, deceased.
Emma K. Holmes of said Southwest Harbor. appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification November 27. A. D. 1920.
Mary D. Mad dorks, late of Bucksport.
in said county, deceased.
Jean Richards of Greenville,
Maine,
appointed
administratrix of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification December
24. A. D. 1920.
Ixmise M. Holt, late of Sullivan. In
said county, deceased.
H. A. Holt of
Hampden. Maine, appointed administrator of the estate
of
saiti
deceased,
date of qualification December 7. A. D
1920.
Stephen Billings, late of Tremont. in
said
deceased. George
county.
W.
Billings of said" Tremont. appointed ad- !
ministrator of the estate of said de- |
ceased; date of qualification December
7. A. D. 1920.
J. Frank Perkins, late of Castlne. In
said county.
deceased.
Lucius
M
Perkins of AJfred.
Maine,
appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification December
14. A. D. 1920.
Dated at Ellsworth.
this
twentyninth day of December. A. D. 1920.
ROBERT P. KING.

Register.

Whiten

Dooretepe.
for
following
preiHinttion
whitening doorsteps is u great labor j
The

FOR EC LOgr RE

OF MORTGAGE.
Whereas
Milton Rodiek of Eden, in
the County of Hancock and State of
saver, as on!5 very hnrd rain will reMaine, by his mortgage doed dated
move
It:
Place one pound of pow- • July 6. A. D.
1910. and recorded In
registry of
dered glue in a gnticepnti. with one Hancock County. Maine,
deeds, book 472. page 242. conveyed to
and one-half pints of water, and uielt Horace D. Joy. then of said Eden, the
j real estate hereinafter described
and
over a slow tire.
When dissolved, cdd which
said mortgage was assigned to
one pound of powdered whitening, stir- ; me. the undersigned. Harriet Shaw of
Bar Harbor, in said County of HanPut this mix* * cock
ring It In gradually.
of
by
assignment
mortgage
ture on the steps with h strong brush,
dated December 1. A. D. 1920, and reand if It Is too stiff add a little more ! corded in book 556. page 400 of said
registry, the description in said mort1 gage deed being as follows:
“A certain lot or parcel of land situated in the village of Bar Harbor. In
FOR SALE
said Eden (now town of Bar Harbor)
and described as follows, to wit:
LARGEST SIZE OLENWOOD PARLOR
Lot
No. 20 (Twenty) on Plan of Land on
stove. $40; exactly like and as good as
Strawberry Hill. Bar Harbor. Maine,
new heater that sells for $79: 4-burner
1909. as made by Edgar I. Lord. Civil
stove,
with
blue-flame Perfection oil
Engineer. Bar Harbor, and to be reoven, used only three weeks. $25. Both
Shown by corded in Hancock County. Maine, regstoves in perfect condition.
istry of deeds, to which plan and record
D. G. Benson, Bernard. Me.
thereof, reference is hereby expressly
made.
Together with a right of way.
AGENTS WANTED.
for all purposes of a way, from said
lot to Cromwell Harbor Road over the
BIG
MONEY
LIVE AGENTS MAKE
way shown on said plan and known as
selling our knitting yarns and cloth
the Strawberry Hill Road.
Said way
suitable for men's, women's and chilto be held ana enjoyed in common
by
dren's wear, direct from mill to custhe Grantee and all other persons lawtomer.
Pen-Zepher Knitting Mills.
entitled to rights
therein, and
Box 4 04. Skowhegan.
all
to
subject
public rights therein;”
and whereas the conditions
of
said
mortgage have been broken and are
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
now
broken and unperformed, now.
therefore, by reason of the breach of
WANTED the conditions
AND
GIRLS
WOMEN
thereof. I claim a forekind
of closure of said
daily year around for all
and give this
reliable notice for that mortgage
for
hotel work; also cooks
purpose.
hotels.
Girls fer nice private families
HARRIET SHAW.
to
Maine
and
Apply
housekeepers
By Chas. H. Wood,
Hotel Agency. 47 Main St., Bangor. Me.
her attorney duly authorised.
Dated December 9. A. D. 1920.

j

!

|

water._

fully

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

LADIKS^-WHEN 'in

NEED OF BUTmade up to match your garments,
try H. J. Hutchings. 14 Central street.
Bangor. Me. All mail orders given
prompt attention.

Whereas Seth W. Babbidge of Mount
Desert, in the County of Hancock and
State of Maine (now
deceased), and
Julia
FI
Babbidge of said
Mount

CAUTION.

bidge. by their mortgage deed dated
the fourth day of September, a. d. 1903.
and recorded in the Hancock, as. regis-

tons

Desert,

Having this day given my minor son.
Irving M. Bridges, his time. I shall not
hereinafter claim any sum or sums due
him as wages or otherwise, nor shall I
be responsible for the payment of any
debts by him contracted.
SIDNEY F. BRIDGES.
Ellsworth. Me.. Dec. 16. 1920.
AN MAI.
HKKTINIi.
The annual meeting of
the
stockholders of the Union River Telephone
Co. will be held on Monday, the seventeenth day of January.
at
1921.
the
in
office of the clerk
Aurora,
at 10
o’clock a. m.. for the purpose of electing a board of directors for the ensuother
ing year, and transacting
any
come
bebusiness which may legally
fore said meeting.
A J. SILSBY, Clerk.
Dated. December 21. 1920.

J

wife of the said Seth W. Bab-

try of deeds, vol. 398. page
225.
conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain
estate
parcel of real
bounded
and
descnber as
follows,
to
wit:
"Oneeighth undivided of a certain
lot
of
land in said Mount Desert, and being
mv interest in the estate of the late
F'dna Babbidge. now
the
deceased,
above mentioned lot of land is no part
of the homestead lot on which l now
live.”
And whereas the
condition
of
said mortgage has been broken, now.
therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
NANCY M
BABBIDGE.
Rockland. December 10. 1920.
STATE

OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
the town of Sorrento, in the County of
The annual meeting
of the
stock- !
Hancock, for the year 1920.
holders of the Union Trust Company of
The following list of taxes on real
Ellsworth will be held at the banking
estate of non-resident
owners
in the
rooms
of the company in Ellsworth
town of Sorrento,
aforesaid,
for
th«on Tuesday. January 11. 1921. at 2 p. m. !
year
1920.
committed
to
me for collecfor the transaction of
the
following tion for said town on
the 20th day of
business:
April. 1920. remains unpaid: and notice
1.
To choose a board of directors of
is hereby given that
if
said taxes.
the company for the ensuing year.
To choose an executive board of With interest and charges, are not pre2.
j viously paid, so much of the real esthe
the company for
ensuing year.
tate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
3.
To transact any other business
amount due therefor, including
interthat may legally
come
before
said
est and charges, will he sold without
meeting.
further notice at public auction at the
GEORGE S. HAGERTHY. Clerk
Town Hall in said town, on the first
Ellsworth. Maine. December 29. 1920.
Monday in February.
1921.
at
nine
o’clock a. m.
PAUPER NOTICE.
Name of Owner, and DeAm’t
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE
scription of Property.
Tax.
city of Ellsworth to support and oar*
Knott. A. I*eo. lot No. 23, Sec.
for those who may need assistance
N. Div. 1.
value.
$300.
tax.
1
during five ye&is beginning Jan
*9.30: lot No. 24. Sec. N. Div.
1920. and are legal residents of Ells1. value $300. tax. $9.30.
worth.
I forbid all persons trusting
$18.60
Thomas. O. Selfridge, lot No.
them on my account, as there la plant)
2. Sec. O. Div. 1. value
of room and accommodations to mrt I
$150.
4.65
for them at the City Farm house.
Emery. C and W. D.. heirs of.
M R. CARLISLE
I land hounded on north bytown road, east by T. B. and
G. F. Mitchell, south by land
of 0. A. Parcher and west byr
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
land of J. B.
Meynell and
Whereas Mary E. Davis of Trenton. |
town road. 22 acres, valued.
Hancock county. Maine, by her mort$265.
tax
8.22
deed.
dat*-d
the
gage
twenty-sixth day
Greely. Miss Mary Ann, oneof December. A. D. 1919. and recorded
half lot of land, bounded on
in the Hancock
of
county
registry
north by' land of Emery and
deeds in book 549. page 192. conveyed
Whitcomb, east by
land
of
to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or
Dwight Braman, south byparcel of land, situated in said Trenton
land of G. A.
Parcher
and
and bounded and described as follows.
others, west
by waters of
to wit
Bounded on the north by land
French mans bay.
20 acres,
formerly of Elbridge Moseley: on the
9.30
valued. $300. tax.
east by Jordan's river: on the south by |
Also two-tenths of lot of
land formerly owned by W. A. Milliken;
land,
bounded
on
north
by
and on the west by the shore road leadland of Greely
and
Hamlin
ing around the head of Jordan's river,
anu W. E. Jackson and J. B.
containing seventeen acres, more or
Meynell and heirs ofC. and
less.
Excepting and reserving a right
W. D. Emery and T. B. and G.
of way across the above-described lot
F Mitchell and H W.
Dunto the shore for the accommodation of
bar. east
that part of the Milliken farm sold to
by land of C. E.
Hale, south by land of Lyrdia
Georee Rarcher in 1884.
Meaning and j
Z.
Littlefield
and
Chafee.
intending hereby to convey and hereby
of
Frenchwest byr waters
conveying the same premises conveyed
4.96
man’s bay. valued. $160. tax,
to me by A. C. Hagerthy by deed da?-d
No.
Whittemore. M. B.. lot
7,
the
whereas
November 13. 1918; and
Sec. M. Div. 1: lot
No.
10.
has
condition of said mortgage
been
Sec. O. O.. Div. 1; lot No. 26
broken, now. therefor*-, by reason of j
Sec. M. Div. 1 valued.
$550.
the breach of the condition thereof. 1
17.05
tax.
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
C. H. WORKMAN
and give this notice for that purpose.
Town
of
the
Collector of Taxes for
A C. HAGERTHY.
j Sorrento.
By R. E. Mason, his attorney.
Ellsworth. Me.. December 28. 1920.
[ Sorrento. Me.. Dec. 28, 1920.

j

j

J
j

Collector

£"Z$t
Cn^an|d'u»«0B„‘„R*!i,in»d“t
8outhwe»?^S«,!i*n»t«4

"

the town of

C«!J‘f
»! Hancock
»• following
Hat
estate of

f„r
of

,*r,>Sr-

1.

tft

1»!0

°n r«*i
non-resident
Soul*>we8t Harbor**? in th«

asH&SWfs
and^harap.

Uae. with

f
Interest
«M
previously paid, so much of ,h * are not
tate taxed as Is
sufficient ill real Mamount due therefor.
Including ?*y the
and

sold* n,terf<t
aurVL w|thow
o'n fh*1 M>

charges, will be
further notice a! public
sonic hall in said
town
Monday In February 1921
**’
o clock a. m.

hre,
nine

»t

Name of Owner.
Deacrip.
*
tlon of Property
Acadia Wild Gardens of
H. Dorr. Bar
Harbor. Me
from R. H. B.
Fernaid
known as the Kennedy
io
belnK of a lot 105, see
deeds, voi. 53.1, page ree
523
Land from R Leon
Bar Harbor
Me
land bounded north
bv
Holmes
and
Farnsworth

Amt „(
tax due

Pt.

and

(OeoCh*r*«

jand

l?|gg|n«3

D«*y ? S'?*'"*west

by

Lillian

William.

,IS 5<

Bickford'
ami

south by Harry Jordan
™
Lillian
Bickford,
road.

Farrow.

...

oy

1!I:

Rockland

Me.
lot
at
Ship Harbor
bounded
north
by
g
Clark and others, south
bv
shore, west by
town
line
*’
east by said Cfark.
Lottie
Hodgdon.
B..
Hall
Quarry. Me., land
bounded
north by C. E. Cook east
by
road, south by heirs of
Pd
gar Robbins, west
by
In.i
“
of UMle B. Robbins
King. Arno W„ heirs of Fils
worth. Me.,
one
undivided
one-fourth
of
ten
acres
bounded north
by
private
way. east by J A. Somes and
r.ben Richardson, south
by
A. E. Farnsworth,
west
bv
land of heirs of J. \ pree

611

”

man.

...

1,5
Tucker.
Alice
M..
Wellesley
Mass., one-ninth of the Emetine
Flak
Eat., lot So
1
bounded southeast by estate
of
George
Cameron and
shore, northeast by land of
Mattie B. Fincke. northwest
road.
by
southwest
bv
private
way
woodland
.northwest of road to Fernaid
Point.
...
’
WILLIAM R. KEENE
Collector of Taxes for the Town“
ot
Southwest Harbor. Me
December JO. 1920.
STATE OF MAIMS.
Collectors Advertisement of Sale
Lands of Non-Resident Owners of
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Sullivan, in the
of
Hancock, for the year 1920. CountyJ
The following list of taxes on
real
estate of non-resident owners in th.
of fiuIlivan aforsaid. for the
year
1920, committed to me for collection
for said town on the
twenty-second
day of April. 1920. remains unpaid ,v
notice is hereby given
that
if said
taxes with Interest
and charges tr»
not previously paid, so much of the
real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at
Orange hall in said town, on the flri*
Monday in February. 1921. at nln«
o’clock a. m.
Name of Owner, and DeAin't
scrlptior* of Property
Tai
Burke. Eva. land bounded on
the north by W. C. R. R east
by town road, south by land
of Wm. Robertson,
west by
land of Wm. Robertson, containing five acres, valued,
$50; buildings, house, valued
$200.
| 9.09
Duke. Mrs. Edith, No. 1, land
bounded on the north by land
of Mattie Dunbar et ala. east
by land of E. H. Smith, south
by Morancy stream and town
road, west by land of Addie

Orcutt.

containing

I

I

thirty

val..
$150;
buildings
barn, valued. $100.
9.00
No. 2. land bounded on the
north by land of Addie Orcutt. east by land of Addie
Orcutt. south by town road
west by land of Alice Ferrin.
acre
containing one-fourth
at
valued
$5.
buildings
house, stable. “Moran* y Mill
2 78
lot.” value $100.
Moon. Donald L
Land bounded on north by county road,
east by land of Byron Stevens. south
by land of heirs
of Moses Hawkins, west by
land of heirs of Mos-s Hawkins.
containing one a* revalue $75; buildings house
value $600.
Osborne. R. W.. land bounded
on the north by county road
H A Holt,
east by
land of
D. Braman
west by land of
west by land of heirs
Simpson, containing tw.lv**
acres, value. $100; buildings
house, value. $900.
E. F. CI-APHAM.
for the Town or
Collector of Taxes
Sullivan.
West Sullivan. Dec
acres,

li*-"-__

STATE OF MAINE.
of Sale o.
Advertisement
Lands of Non-Resident Owner*.
in
Unpaid taxes on lands situated
the town of Penobscot, in ta** 1 ount.
of Ffan^o<*k'. for the year !
The following list of taxes on
owners in im
estate of non-resident
t-*
town of Penobscot afor^aid. for
year 1920. committed to me for
a*.
twelfth
tion for said town on the
ana
of May.
192°. remains •:npaid.
notice is hereby given that if said tax*
ar*
chare
with
interest and
previously paid, so much of the r*®1*
>’• to Pa\
sufli
tate taxed as is
^
amount due therefor inch
d
s
will b.and charges.
auction
further notice at public
the
town, on
Town ball in said
19-1. at
Monday ip February
m.
o'clock a
Am, of
tax due

Collector's

1

reg

eola—

'■

Name of Owner. Deseriptlon of Property
George Warren est. part
*0.

including
<v‘‘"p
101

uj«

4

*i

William Bowden, house and .ot
Raymond Bowden part of Mar>
A. Gray est.
T
B 1-. W.A1.P''
for the Town
Collector of Taxes
Penobscot
Dec. 20. 1920.

n)

...

°f

STATE OF MAINE.
,
Collector's Advertisement «
Lands of Non-Resident
jn
lands
of
Unpaid taxes on
County
the town of Verona, in the
L-"
Hancock, for the year ending
fe4i
taX*“8
The following list of
,n the
estate of non-resident owner®
r
town of Verona aforesaid, for
for
coliecu
1920. committed to me for
^
said town on the first day of
remains unpaid; and not!'• ,‘tere*t
given that if said taxes with
and charges are not
much of the real estate taxedla
.of>
inc
fleient to pay the amount due
w
Including Interest and
oUblic
*
a
sold without further notice
auction at the schoolhouse in *™ ^
No. 1 in said town, on the mt
q.
f
in February. 1921. at nine o clocs
tax due

Owners^
8;L“,nS

J“iyh’erebf
Wg*

previously[ PaMJ,f.
charffe8't

inchidijj

^l^rges

Name of Owners, Description of Property.
Abbott, ten $ jjj
Heirs of Joshua
acres of woodland,
cox
Mrs. Vina McKinnon, two
l2i&
tages and lots.
r r grEY,
of
for the Town
Collector of Taxes

Verona!

December 18, 1920-

]

Subscribe for The American.
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ELLSWORTH

Great

January Mark-Down

Starts

January

150% reduction

in

1 and Runs Until

many

cases

from prices of

00,^, T

been among the first to
give our
Wfit
a"d y°U may ' aSSUred *ha*
prices quo,ed here represent rock-

Dress Goods
44 inch All Wool Brown Storm

Serge, formerly $2.75,

yard...$1.89
36 inch Plaid
now,

able merchandi*e at <uch

^ however,

boUon/today^''68'
a

Goods, formerly 69c, now.25?
36 inch Wool-finish Plaids, 89c value,
now.49?
36 inch Wool-finish Plaids, $1.25 value,
now.89?
32 inch Danish Poplar, brown, navy, garnet and
white,
former price 85c, now.
49^

Cottons
36 inch Bleached Good Quality
Sheeting.19?
36 inch Lockwood B Sheeting.20?
36 inch Lockwood A Sheeting.22?
36 inch Fruit of Loom
Bleached.22?
36 inch White Outing Flannel.29?
All Heavy Fancy Outings.25?
36 inch White Scrim, values up to 42c, now
...25?

Ladies and Children^ Underwear
Ladies’ Fleeced Long and Elbow Sleeve
Vests
Ankle

T

Pants,

most

all

sizes,

no*v.

$1.39

Wool Scarfs, formerly $1.25, now.59?
All Wool Sweaters, formerly $4.50, now
$2.98
Part Wool Sweaters, formerly $2.98, now.$1.98
Part Wool Sweaters, formerly $2.50, now.$1.69
4 and 5 inch Hair Bow Ribbon, all silk, value
up to
..

now,

a

...

yard..35?

Hosiery

Ladies’ and Children’s Hosiery
Children’s Ribbed Hose in black, or

brown, former
price 50c, now.35? and 39?
Ladies’Ipswich Fine Cotton Hose, 9 and 9y2 only,
50c value, now. .7. .33?
H600 Gordon Pure Silk to Top of Hose, black only, all
sizes .$1.98
This stocking
a

a

few months ago sold

for $4.50

and

$5.00

Ladies’Heavy Munsingwear

Suits:
$2.75 values, now.
$2.98 values, now.
Misses’Bleached Vests and Pants, all ages
years to 16, values up to 85c,

Children’s Sleeping

$1.75,

now

Ladies’ Outsize

Split Sole Hose, 9 and 9y2 only, value
59c, now. .“..... 39?
Lady Jane Black Mercerized, formerly sold at $1.00,
now...49?
Ladies’Black Cotton Burson Hose, size 9%, a pair,
, only....?.. .25?
Ladies’Gordon Grey Silk, odd sizes, formerly $1.98,
now..!..

,98c
Silk Hose,

Ladies’ Dark Brown or Cordovan Onyx
formerly $1.98, now.$1.19

As

$2.19

our

$1.19

Ladies’ Flannelette

All values up to $2.49
now.$1.69
All values up to $3.50
now.$1.95
Extra Fine Ladies’
Handkerchiefs, 25c value, now
2for
All 10c

4

for.25$

now,

box.

36 inch

7^

West Sullivan.
E. D. Smith and
daughter Analaide, of Pittsfield, were recent
guests at A. P. Havey’s.
Miss Selena Osborne, who is attending normal school at Keene, N.
H., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Eunice

Cretonnes, 59c value, now.35^
Cotton, except Coats and D. M. C., 2 for
25$
1 Pound Boxes of Linen
Writing Paper, a box, .45^
Extra Large Grey Blankets, 72x80, were
cheap at
now,

Leighton.

Mrs. John Sargent and daughter
Thelma left Wednesday for Boston.
John Daly of Boston and Raymond
Daly of South Gouldsboro are visiting their parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas Daly.
Miss Beth Havey spent a few days
last week at Bar Harbor with her
cousin, Phyllis Lawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Frye went
to Tunk Pond Saturday for the win-

only.$2.98

All other Blankets marked down
1 lot Shirt Waists in

$12.50,

Table
Bates

Crepe and Georgette, value up to
.$3.98
Waists, value up to $3.98, now.$1.98

now

1 lot Voile

36 inch

merit and

Percales.19^

Batting, 25c value.19^
Oil Cloth, white or colored, a yard.45c
and Toile Du Nord Ginghams, 27 inch, a yd,
25$

ter.

Mrs. Henry Bunker left Monday
for Newburyport, Mass., to spend the
holidays with her daughter, Mrs. Eugene

you need now.

'Hood’s Pills help—fine laxative

Fleisher’s

Large Double Skeins of Scotch Yarn, sale
price .69<
All Mill \ arn, 2 or 3 threaded, black, white, medium
grey, dark grey, or'blue mixed, $1.90 a pound; 20c
for small skeins; 40$ for large skeins.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOP
I
AM
PM
Jar Harbor..lv.. f6 00 f4 28.
Iorrento.lv.
t4 55.
Hancock Pt..lv

Jullivan.Iv..
It Desert Fy ar. t6 36 f® 16.
lanset.lv.

kmthwest Har ..
Northeast Har ....
leal Harbor, .lv..
Jar Harbor ..lv. f* 40.|
It Desert Fy ar.flO 20.
_

Fy lv.flO 39 f® «
Vaukeag,. 10 86 ® ®i.
iancock.
•’rauklin Road.
Vash’gt’n June.

;

■
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WILLIAMS’ LUNCH ROOM
BLUEHILL, MAINE
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Saturday’s

Picture

—

The Husband Hunters

*.

TUMBLE INN
MOVED TO NEW LOCATION
Adjoining
Light

First National Bank

Building

Lunches and Frankfurts

Hot and Cold Drinks, Ice-Cream and Confectionery
Full line of Cigars and Tobacco

°

Oak Point.
Mrs. Sherman Higgins and daugh! ter Natalie of Milo are with Mrs.
Higgins' mother. Mrs. Velma Haynes,
I for two weeks.
Mrs. Lenora Collins and Miss Addie Murphy were home from Bangor
for Christmas and the week-end.
The children of the Bayside school
gave a fine entertainment Christmas
eve. followed by a visit from Santa
Claus and presentation
of gifts.
Through the kindness of Whitcomb,
Haynes & Whitney, there were candy
and pop-corn for all.
Following is
the
Christmas
program:
song,

school; recitations, Ernest Dodge
Evelyn Jordan, Elmer Phillips; solo!
Dorothy White; recitations, Leah

Conary,

Eugene

Murphy;

play,

"Tim's Christmas Present,"
Virginia
Collins and James Murphy; monologue. Clarence Remick; recitation

Dorothy

Murphy;

songs.

Dorothy

White and Virginia Collins; recitations, Alberta Murphy. “Evelyn Jordan; solo. Virginia Collins; recitations.
Clarence
Remick.
Ernest

Dodge; monologue. Virginia Collins;
recitation, Elmer Phelps; play, "Mr!
Brown’s Christmas Present,” Dorothy White and Clarence Remick;

song,

school.

-o-

|

Sullivan Harbor,
Sorosis will give a supper and
dance at District hall December 30.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kane, Sorrento, are guests of Mr. and Mrs
Warren Smith.
The grammar school will open
Tuesday; Miss Margaret Phillips
teacher.
Mrs. Byron Stevens is the guest of
Mrs. H. T. Yeaton, Bar Harbor
Dec. 27.
S.
-o-

Great Pond.
Bernice Avery of Old Town was
here a few days last week.
Christmas was observed bv a tree
at the schooihouse.
Robert Laughlin, while
pressing
hay, met with a painful accident
Something gave way on the press,
and he was struck in the face, receiving severe bruises.
Dec. 27.
"Cat.”

pprt.
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Daily,
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stop
DANA C.

M
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Daily, except Sundays, f Flag

DOUGLASS,
Vice-Presideutand Gen. Manager.
HARRIS, General Passenger Agent

M. L.

WOOLENS
Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory.
^ rite for samples, and state garment
planned. F. A. PACKARD. Box 35.
Camden. Maine.

INti

PLUM
Hot Water
I

Work

Heating, Furnace
and Jobbing.

HONEST WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

Bangor

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders
promptly attended to.

—

EDWARD F. BRADV,

ve^,^‘ss

Grant St., Ellsworth. Me.
Telephone 178-2.

DIED.
BELL—At Ellsworth. Dec. 27, Mrs. i
Charlotte S. Farrell, aged 89
I
years,
month. 2< days.
McKinley. Dec. 19. Mrs t
—‘V
Charles L. McKay of West Enfield
years.

SCOTT—At Ellsworth. Dec.
aged 79 years- 11

27.

John
13

card of thanks.
"’ho were so
Blness and at the
our husband, brother and
unfor -he beautiful flowers that

Mrs. A. J. Weaver.
Mrs. M. a. Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Weaver.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Weaver.
Mrs. Maude O'Brien.
Ellsworth. Me.. December 28, 1920.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets
Ellsworth and Bar

Subscribe For

The Ellsw orth American

months,

p-rvr»riet^V,1SJ1 ito-a,l
5?otV°,U8 durin^the
av?.
sent.
wept*

io’00.

.*!!!!! ’t5*5fl

A

K—FLOOD—At

|4.

days1'

*

lv.I.f.*.

by Rev. J. E. Hand. Miss
HelenK irk pat rick of Caribou to Leon
G.
Flood, formerly of Ellsworth
Fans.
CLEMENT
At
Northeast
Harbor. Dec. 24. by Rev. Charles F.
Jennie M. Libby to Alanson
m. C lement. both of Seal Harbor.

aged 24

II’III

1 loston via
....l
Dover
ar.‘
i loston via
Portsmouth ar. t9 26 *4 86
few York ..ar.
*8 1®..
'hiladelphia ar.

—

LISInK~

*S 00

....

Ellen B. Austin
of
Brooksville
to
Merle C. Frost of Mariaville.
BRYANT— BRIDGES
At
Prospect
Harbor. Dec. 16. by W. F. Bruce, esq..
Miss
Ninetta
to
Bryant
Norman
Bridges, both of Corea.
COLE—GOTT—At Brooklin. Dec. 25. bv
Rev. C. A. Smith, Miss Dorothy T
Cole
to
George J.
Gott. both
of
Brooklin.
COLLAR—MAHER—At Franklin, Dec.
2*». by Rev.
M.
A.
Gordon.
Miss
Evelyn Collar of Franklin to William
Francis Maher of Rumford.
GRAY—COLE—At Eliot. Dec. 18.
by
Rev. D. T. Conlan. Miss
Effle
Rose
Gray of Bucksport. to Manley Wilson
Cole nf Eliot.
HAMILTON
CROSBY
At
Bangor.
Dec. 23. Miss Dorothy
Hamilton
of
Bangor to Pearl A. Crosby of Bucksport.
HAYDEN—GILLEY—At Portland. Dec.
l. b by Rev. Thomas W. Owens. Miss
Hazel Clye Hayden of
Portland
to
Herbert Chisholm Gilley of Rucks—

East Orland.
George Robertson is visiting his
parents for a few days.
Marion Dunbar is recovering from
a severe attack of measles.
Marian Gibbs of Bangor spent
Christmas with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Gibbs.
Margaret DeCourcey of Bucksport
is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Dunbar.
James
DeRocher
has
to
gone
1
Watertown. Mass., to spend Christmas
with
his
wife.
|
Harvey Snow is home, after a
week’s absence serving as mail clerk
between Bangor and Boston.
Beryl Dorr, E. M. C. S.. is at home,
after an attack of measles.
Howard
Rlaisdell
and
Harvey
; Snow are shipping live rabbits.
Dunbar
has
a
crew
Henry
cutting
j wood on the George Snow lot.
Dec. 27.
M.

85\

...

’ortland.ar. t® 56! *1 06 .!.!.!

AUSTIN—FROST—At Ellsworth Falls
Dec. 25. by Rev. H. W. Conley. Miss

■■
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Ellsworth, Maine
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M. L. ADAMS
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Street,

89 ® 54
47 fe 01
08 g 20
Ellsworth.
11
6 27.
Ellsworth Falls.
17 e 82.
ftoolin.fll 32 ffl 41.
Jreen Lake.
11 48 g u.
•hilllps Lake.fll 52 f7 W.

lolden.
12
Irewer June. 12
] langor.... ..ar.fl2

SABINE—At Ellsworth Falls. Dec. 27,
to Mr. and Mrs. Morris D. Sabine, a
daughter (Lillian Rose).
WARDWELL—At Bucksport. Dec. 15.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry DeF. Ward well
ol Brewer, a son (Vernon George).

taking stock this week, we cannot give these sale prices on any article until
January 1, and everything sold previous to that will be at regular prices. We will accept
mail orders as long as lots last.

10
10
11
11
11

i IcKenzie’s.

Dec. 23. to Mr.
P.
a
Bowden,

daughter.

dose.

Corrected to November 1, 1920

Magee.

BOWDEN—At Orland,
and
Mrs.
William

to

Relieve headache, restore comfort.

BORN.

we are

95 Main

cathartic, according

or

Miss Matella Daly
has returned
from South Gouldsboro, where she
has been visiting her brother.
Miss Gladys Webb is spending the
holidays at Hartford, Conn.
Howard Webb is home from Fairfield for a visit.
Dec. 27.“Une Amle."

Yarns

of Hood's SarIt is just the medicine

success

saparilla.

It Desert

-o-

All Crochet

$3.98,

Creates an appetite, aids digestion,
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great

LAKEWOOD.

Children’s Handkerchiefs inboxes, values
up to 25c,
a

Makes Food
Taste Good

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mr. Ballentyne
and
family of
Massachusetts spent the holidays and
had a Christmas tree at their summer
home.
Mrs. James Moore is quite ill. Mrs.
Mercer is better.
Herbert Salsbury’s
little son
Is
very ill.

.25$

Handkerchiefs,

Sarsaparilla

Huckins Colbeth and daughter Vivian, of
Buck’s Harbor, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Floyd.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Seeds of Portland are visiting relatives here and
in Ellsworth.
Jerome Floyd is
attending State
grange in Lewiston.
He will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Day
in Augusta, and his sister, Mrs. Faulkingham, in Wiscasset, before returning
home.
William Treworgy is at home.

ages 1 to 6, values to

.

Hood’s

Mrs.

now.49^*

Garments,

Cape Roster.

Mrs. Lester Blake visited her forhome, Eagle island, last week.
Philip Gray, V. of M., is spending
his Christmas at home.
Irving and Jasper Gray have put
their vessel, the J. V. Ostrom, into
winter quarters.
James Peasley is building a garage
at Goose falls.
Percy Clifford has a large crew of
choppers on the Sawyer lot.
Frank Sawyer and wife are spending the winter at P. D. Clifford's.
The smelt fishermen report light
catches.
Arthur Ladd is bringing
in good fares of haddock.
Dec. 27.
_O.
mer

DOLLARDTOWN.

from 2

Miscellaneous

1 Bale

pair.

and

$1.10

$1.39

Nightgowns:

98c White Rompers, now.59^
Felt and Wool Tam O’Shanters, values up to $2.25,

up to

n°w;;.75$

We have made two lots of

Children’s Goods

values

Ladies’ Fleeced Union
Suits, ankle length and either
no sleeve,
long sleeve or elbow sleeve, $1.89 and
$1.98 values, now.

..

59c,

8

few months ago

a

NEVaE^,i„r: tm™ P°ri«: yrahri™

l°“We

Sale!

January

FALLS.

George C. Fernald, deputy bank
commissioner, was here over Monday
night with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank E. Fernald.
Miss Helen York of
Portland is
spending the holidays with A. W.
EIIIr and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. George
Gould
of
Portland were here over Christmas,
returning home Monday night.
Miss Marjorie E. Jellison is visiting in Bangor this week and attending the State contest of the boys’ and
girls’ agricultural clubs at the U. of
M., Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Clarence
Johnson
and
wife of
Lubec have been visiting relatives
here several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Grace were
down from the Green Lake hatchery
for Christmas.
John J. Whitney is home from
Bowdoin for the Christmas recess.
Mrs. Aaron Salsbury of Otis was
here Monday on her way home from
Bangor, where she had been for a
visit with her mother. Mrs.
Mary D.
Jordan, who fractured her leg by a
fall recently.
Miss Alice G. Clough is home from
Southwest Harbor for the Christmas
vacation.
Everett Strout and wife of Gardiner
spent
Christmas
with
Mr.
Strout’s parents, Emery Strout and
wife.
The Christmas tree of the Sunday
school last Friday evening was a
success.
The tree was prettily arranged. and there was a good number of presents.
A short program
preceded the tree, furnished By Santa
Claus and a part of his family.
Burton W. Conley spent Saturday
and Sunday with his parents. Rev.
Henry W. Conley and wife.

and Markers
Harbor, Me.

The Payer That Stops Coming When
Subscription Expires.
No more sub
seription bills piling up unexpectedly

You get what you pay for, but the
paper will not be forced upon you
beyond ihat time.

PRICE, $2.00

a year

! Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds ot Laundry Work.

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Good* called for aud delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
Proprietors
State Street,
Ellsworth, its.

THE \Tt) MAD
Transcript-)
At Caterpillar hill in the township
of Sedgwick, in Maine, the Nomad
the other day beheld '.he most entrancing of sunset view’s from a spot
whence, he was told, a thousand
islands lying off the coast can be seen
The Nomad saw the
all at once.
islands; he did not count them, but
he would not have been deeply surprised if he had been told that there
a million.
Surely all the isles
.<ie sea seemed to be spread out
c.
before h in m waters of gold, for a
brill int sun was sinking low in a
blue sky streaked with* white clouds
now turning to burnished copper, and
the smooth sea and the lovely freshimmediate forewater lake in the
,nd were lighted with the fuli
heavens,
the
of
making of each
glory
of ri>.e myriad islands a dark point of
soar a contrast with the surroundin
From
splendor of blue and gold.
another
ti.:- point as from
many
Penobscot
on
the
head
Bay
high
cn-st, one is made to realize that the
of the
Maine
enemss archipelago
co-M turns the isles of Greece into a
handful, and the Thousand
Tri-nds of the St. Lawrence into an
ins’rnificant patchwork of rock and
When the Isles of
scrub and water.
Maine have found their Sappho, what
a v
nderful domain her song will unIsles
of
fold to the world!
The
Maine are at least as various as those
of Greece, changing as they do from
the rude grandeur of Isle au Haut to
the romantic shades of Dark Harbor,
and from the winding mountain and
forest ways of Mount Desert to the
pretty quaintness of Squirrel Island.
But it was not alone the prospect
the
of islands that made
thrilling
beauty of the view from the top of
From
hill
in
Sedgwick.
Caterpillar
a height of some 320 feet above the
sea level
the ground immediately in
front falls off abruptly to a lower
level of pure forest which skirts the
eastern edge of a fresh-water lake of
exquisite b r.;ty. two miles long,
called (the Maine place-nomenclature
and
also as often
is often poetic,
deadly prosaic) Walker's pond. All
around this gem of a lake lie the high
: diversify its shore
line
hills, wh
with litti
promontories. The eastern shore is a forest of firs, spruces,
pines, larlies. birches, maples, but
on the we tern shore
pretty farms,
and
with green
i astures
pleasant
homes, cl.mb the slope, which culminates farther toward the west in a
high hill called Winche Mountain,
which struts out to be a perfect cone,
but from which the
tip has been
stricken, turning the summit into a
table—a hill of striking appearance
The golden light of the sun
i.-deed.
changes to royal copper; the blue of
the sky is green now—a green which
is intensified in the burnished water
of the beautiful
lake.
Changing
glory succeeds changing glory till,
if
as
with rising emotion,
nothing
more of beauty could remain in the
world, the spellbound beholder gasps.
"Lord, now lettest thou thy servant
depart in peace!”
hill
The suncets from Caterpillar
are a feature of the holiday joys of
the summer population of Bluehill—
a population which is largely musical, and therefore aesthetically sensitive, and w hich has surrounded itself
with a world of
exquisite beauty.
The whole of Bluehill—pine-clad
Parker Point, the village, the Neck,
and all the rest—is pure
country,
without a commercial or industrial
and
the
idle
blemish—save
for
jungle-grown copper mine buildings
out in the woods at the southwestern
edge of the township, which are
really a picturesque adjunct, and no
Behind the village rises
detriment.
the magnificent eminence of Bluehill
—an eminence, to be sure, only i*40
feel high, but deriving a genuinely
mountainous character from its isolation. its massive form and rocky
summit, and the fact that it begins to
water’s edge.
rise from the salt
from
Machias,
From Rockland to
Bluehill is a
to
Ml.
Desert,
Bangor
landmark, and it dominates the villaee and me country about, as Fujiyama dominates the aeart of Japan,
Blueor as Tacoma. Puget Sound.
hill makes the harmony of sea and
(From tli* Boston

'mountain

wnicn

nas

renuereo

iui»

all
for
But it is
attracof
the
means,
not all, by any
The bills
tion of this exquisite spot.
of Mt. Desert are more beautiful seen
across the water from Bluehill than
they are fiom Bar Harbor or any
island.
own
other place on their
They frame the east witn perpetual
beauty, as Bluehill frames the north,
and
and as the deep forest of pine
spruce and every other northern tree,
and
hills
lining
the
spreading over
every path, frames in the west and
There is not one note of dissoutn.
cord at Bluehill—not even the sound
oi a distant railroad whistle, for the
town is eighteen miles from a railo..d.
It was no surprise to the Nomad to
hear the quaver and chirp of violin
practice from the open windows of
njout every third or fourth of the
white, green-blinded, clean houses of
The leading artistic interBluenill.
Bluehill life is
est there is musical.
thrilled with concerts-—always beneNo
fits for some good local charity.
musical artist ever has a real vacahe
must
Not
practice to
tion.
only
keep up his technique, but, having
nothing to do but play, he is ex-

place a delightful abode
people of aesthetic nature.

pected when on a holiday to play or
sing for the benefit of any townsman
who has broken his leg. or any poor

widow whose children are sick. Then
there are always one’s hosts or
The artistic
friends to be amused.
life of Bluehill is delightful, but
a
feverish*
Even a
little
sometimes
distinguished musical critic at Bluehill, obligated as he is to play golf
and show up at the club every afternoon, told the Nomad that he was
But it is all beautinever so tired.
And if you are one of the Blueful.
nillers who are not musical artists,
you will have nothing but delight.
Especially will you have delight if,
like the Nomad, you are a tramper.
The walks about Bluehill are most
The
Nomad
knows
alluring.
The climb
nothing to surpass them.
to the summit of the mountain is an
the
■easy half-day jaunt from either
village, the Point, or the Inn. The
of
the
loveliest.
The
view is one
long, jagged range of Mt. Desert lies
before you across the blue waters of
The village,
with its
31uehill bay.
feet.
white spires, nestles at
your
..tany beautiful lakes are enbosomed

in the green woods all about.
The
sea. Penobscot bay. Penobscot river,
glistening Castine, shaped like an Indian arrow-head; the lonely cone of
Schoodic in the northeast, the high
blue Camden range and the bills behind Rockland in the west, and in
very clear weather the White Mountains, form a panorama of unsurAnd
passed splendor.
everywhere
these lovely Maine woods, where the
conifers of half a dozen
sorts
are
saved from monotony by the equally
abundant birches, maples and oaks,
supply a world of delight and diversion for the tree lover.
The Nomad
his wandered far, but never to a
place of more spontaneous delights
for body and spirit than Bluehill.

tell you something. Do you waot to
hear Itr
It was the old Beth. He could see
a
It now, even If there was something
different about the clothes and the
; way her hair was done, and such small
matters.
But It only mnde Hugh's
sense of loss the more acute.
“I'm mighty sorry. Beth," hi arid,
By WILL T. AMES
“that I was—well downright nasty the
day you came home. But I guess It
Isn't going to be easy to hear what you
have to tell. Maybe we'd better take" It
'' ‘*eu Belli Bedell citue back to
for granted.
1 hope he'll make «rou
Giieud, alter two years gi>*. happy. I houegtly do.”
j .'ortb
* ikv iu the
metropolis, the clothes she
Then Beth laughed—a very real,
wore
podaced exactly opposite irn- hearty laugh, but with a little catch
hnl a few minutes now, Peggy dear, and
pre>Moa> sii the minds of ilugli Sitsby
Daddy will be bsrl- , °n!l
at the end.
-:-owith a nice bottle of
and Imogone L>art.
Is
she
“Mert
said,
“Hugh,"
Phelps
NOW EAT LIGHT
Intogeae, though she had but a fleet- a horrible little cad. I wouldn’t mar|
*ng glimpse of Beth as the ‘'jit” from
ry him if every dollar he has were a
English People. Since the War, Are Gilead snorted, through the village, exmillion and he'd spend Jt all as I
Said to Have Abandoned Heavy
ultantly reported to Amy Austin that
wished. Listen to me, goose. I knew
for you. Then you can
go to sleep and f.
"Beth Bedell is home, wearing about a
Morning Meal.
In a minute, that day, what was the
that horrid ohf cough.
dollar ami a quarter's worth of dress
And as usual >1. tiler is
matter with you.
You thought I had
right,—but w’u
The hearty breakfast which everyand forty cents’ worth of hat P
save poor old dad tile
grown luxurious and extravagant and
night trip to
store next time
body in England afe for centuries has
Hugh, however, experienced a sudso grown hopelessly away from homlby having an extra bottle
gene out of fashion, a correspondent
den sinking sensation around the heart
Keiup s Balsam ill the house all ready (or
ness and everything like—like this.
y
of the New York World writes. Steaks
big and little coughs alike?
when he made an errand over to the
And all because I had caught a little
and chops as an early morning meal,
t»et
a
bottle now.
Bedell*’ that afternoon and found Beth
of the knack that so many city girls
which the French regarded as a horriCUARANTEEO
looking, as he told himself, “like a mil*
simply have to acquire—of making a
ble British habit, disappeared some
a
lot of appearance on next to nothing.
time ago. Now scarcely any one eats
Beth’s face lighted as the tall young
Hugh, I didn’t succeed very well in
porridge, fish, bam and eggs and marfarmer came through the gate, and if
town.
I’ve had a pretty hard time.
malade for breakfast. Both those who
Franklin.
Hugh had been less stunned by the
^ 8U,Term«
Itlght now I’m the most cheaplyc»il<lren „
have leisure and those who work eat
Charles Martin of Castine is the
luxurious aspect of the homecomer he
dressed girl In North Gilead.
But I
of
and Mrs. C. E. Dyer.
guest
Capt.
Rev and Mrs. John
smaller breakfasts and larger lunchmight have noticed that the rose of
like
didn't
It anyway. I wanted home
Sherman
Miss Feodora Woodworth is home
eons.
her cheeks grew deeper as she shook
congratulations 00
and the old folks. And I missed you. from Southwest Harbor, where she receiving
on
tte
birth of a son (Paul).
The clubs and restaurants now pro- : hands with him.
Hugh. Pve never forgotten whnt you has been teaching.
Mrs. Charles Snow of North di
vide big luncheons.
th
serve
a
What really absorbed Hugh’s mind
BlueMany
said Just before I went away—and I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury en- hill is visiting here.
luncheon of four or five courses—soup.
to most melancholy effect was the conlooked forward to your liking me. And tertained at Christmas dinner a party
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole
of Rock
of
fifteen.
fich. Joints, sweets and cheese—and
and spent Sunday with
viction that it had all worked out with
then yon had to go and Jump at the
relative In
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Tracey, with town, having come
at a
Beth precisely us it always did in the
comparatively moderate price
notion that I had gotten to be a swell
for their dauch
little
son Raymond, were
i
Christmas
ter
Dorothy's wedding at
Busy men find they can work better Gilead theater movies—Beth hud be- —and would think only about loads of
guests at the Gray farm, Sullivan.
Christmas day. Mr. and
after a light breakfast—boiled egg or
come a regular fashionable city girl,
money for clothes and things!"
Stephen Knowles, a former station j Allen and Miss Florence Mrs
a thin rasher of ham or bacon.
But
Alienwere
quite unattainablOvjTor a plain fellow
“Beth, I—”
here,
has
been
in
town a few
agent
among those attending the
they satisfy their appetites fully at like himself. Why, her clothes alone
“Wait a minute. Hugh. Last night days looking up old acquaintances.
de bel”K “ nl6Ce wedding
Mrsluncheon, giving an hour or even more
Miss Frances Dyer is home from
must cost a lot more in a year than he
Merton Phelps offered to make over
to enjoy their food in c unfort.
Grantwood. N. J.. where she has been
The K. of P.’s held a
could clear on his place even with the
half his money to me, absolutely. If I
social
at
the
With women, too. the hearty lunchbest of luck!
would marry him. It made me a lit- teaching; also Richard Dyer from grange hall Wednesday evening
i,
Hartford. Conn.
was well attended.
eon
Is becoming popular.
no
tle
sick
to
make
him
They
make that offer,
Dispirited, vaguely but keenly disMrs.- David
Osgood Campbell of
Louisa Carter and Carl
longer are satisfied with a cup of cof- appointed—for, he had been thinking hut I did—though he doesn't know \ Sangerville is
Nevells
visiting her mother
this p,ace- "ere
fee and some buttered
cakes. Girl
married at
a
deal, and with secret hopefulness, did. Yon know why 1 did. don’t you. and her daughter Virginia.
the Raptist parsonage
December
11
suband
clerks
take
a
stenographers
Rev. M. A. Gordon of Calais was Their many friends
about Beth ever since he heard she
Hugh? So I could refuse it, of course,
wish th-m hate
r
stantial meal of meat and pudding.
heard with interest by many of his piness.
and then come and ask you how much
was coming home—Hugh followed the
The friends of Mr. and Mrs
|
Probably they have done a good mornfigure you really think money and lux- I townspeople at the Sunday service.
well-blazed trail of ingenuous youth in
Rav
The entertainment by pupils of the j Thurston gave
ing’s work on a cup of tea and a slice
uries cut with Beth Bedell—you old
them a h»us. warm
such case made and provided.
He
Methodist Sunday school in connec- ing Wednestkty
of bread and butter.
So they have
at their new
evening,
sulked, and his sulks took the guise of
silly-” There were tears In her laugh- tion with the
Christmas tree was one i home.
learned to appreciate and enjoy a
ter now.
stiff formality.
of real enjoyment.
Charles Dwelley.
Charles Choate arrived home
luncheon that sustains and upbuilds
Mon"You chucked all that money—and as Santa Claus, was right at home.
“Glad to see you home, Miss Bedell,”
day from Georgia, where he left
them.
came to me?
Beth I Say, girl, I said The program:
he said solemnly.
Recitations. Leland vessel after a trip to Trinidad S his 1
Hanson. Vida Dyer. Elmer Abbott. He sailed from Rluehlll b.n
You’re a
you looked like a million.
"Miss Bedell!" laughed Beth. “Since
jn w
Robert Johnson.
Robert
Biaisdeil;
temher. and reports a pleasant
NEW SPORT ON SUBMARINES when? Don't be silly, Hugh. It's aw- million million yourself—of pure gold." song,
anti
Maxine
Dyer;
recitations. uneventful voyage
And
the
tears that trickled through
fully good to see y6u. Why don’t you
Floyd
Sylvia
Donald 1
Bradbury.
Dyer.
Dec.
27.
the
were
dried on blue dentin
x
laughter
Crabtree. Henry Dyer; song primary
Fishing With Baited Lines is Now •ell me I'm looking well?”
-owhile more blue deulm held her tight. class: recitations. John
“You look mighty nifty, if that's
Biaisdeil. jr..
Employed to Relieve the Tedium
West Sedgwick.
Katrina Dyer, Gerald Crabtree: song.
of the Life.
what you mean." replied Hugh with
Mrs. Llewellyn Carter died SaturMAN OF BUSINESS INSTINCTS Mildred Dyer; recitations, Leslie Mc- day. after a long illness.
elaborate ungraciousness; “but you
Neil.
William
Biaisdeil,
primary 1
Emery Gray was quite badly hurt
Fishing with Inverted lines from the look like somebody else—somebody
class ;song, Etfle Workman;
recila- last week, when his colt ran’
awav
decks of American submarines is the
Luckily for Banker*. All Customer* tion. Virginia Collins.
that flies high. Guess you perch on a
with him.
Are Not as Shrewd as This
newest pastime
different tree from old friends nowamembers of
among
Mr. anu Mrs. Linus A. Edmunds
Misses Olive Gray. Evelyn Staples.
Individual.
their crews operating in the Pacific
and little daughter. Harriette of I Dorothy and Loena
days. don’t you? Your father In?"
Gray, students at
Bethel, Vt., are visiting Mrs. Ed- I Rluehlll academy, are
ocean from the Los Angeles submarine
For at instant Beth stared amazed.
spending the
rounds' parents. H. B. Bragdon and ! Christmas recess at
The other day a stranger entered the
base, says the Popular Mechanics
Then the rose in her cheeks died till
home.
wife.
Indiana National bank and asked to
Freeman Gray has moved his famMagazine.
In either a tiny red spot remained.
Mrs.
Smith,
teacher
Nancy
of j ily Into his new house, which has
borrow *5. He was told that the hank
The boats make frequent practice
“He’s out at the barn,” she said, and
grammar grade in district No. 2, has i just been
completed.
did not lend such small sums.
trips between Los Angeles and Santa
without further word walked straight
returned from Lewiston and resumed
Schools are closed for two weeks.
“But,” he went on. “lending money work Monday.
Catalina island.
The water in this
tnto the house.
Hep daughter Olive i
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Chatto and
Is your business. Isn't It?”
area averages abont 90 feet In depth,
was operated upon for
appendicitis I son Lawrence are with her parents.
North Gilead was a very small place.
The banker admitted that It was.
last week, and Is doing well.
and is
one
of the finest fishiDg
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Benson.
It boasted of only one rich man. and
Dec. 27.
B.
“Well, I have good security,” said
Miss Gwendolyn Grlndle Is home
grounds of the Pacific coast.
of him it boasted not greatly.
Merton
•
•
•
the
“and
I
want
to
borrow
from
stranger,
South Bluehlll.
the
boats
dive
to
botthe
Frequently
Phelps at twenty-five was a shade
!
One
of
the prettiest parties of the
Watson Gray has moved his fam$5.”
tom, and lie there wfth their motors
stingier than his father had been at
season took place at the home of Mrs.
ily to South Penobscot.
Finally the banker, half from fa- Lottie
shut off while practicing submarine
seventy-two, when after a lifetime of
Gay Thursday afternoon, when
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Gray and Mr.
tigue and half from amused curiosity,
ignaling, torpedo-tabe routine and the
the Christmas club was entertained. and Mrs. Walter
miserliness he left a trunkful of beClement were guests
agreed to make the loan. When the The house was decorated with bells of Mr. and
like.
loved mortgages and securities to his
Mrs. Levi Gray in South
note was all drawn and the Interest
and festoons, and a Christmas tree
The upslde-<lown fishing Is done in a
Penobscot on Christmas day.
only son.
stood in the middle of the
of 35 cents paid, the stranger drew
dining- !
Mrs. Elehnor V'arnmn and chilvery simple manner. Prior to making
Yonng Phelps dressed showily. If from his
room
table laden
with
beautiful i dren. of NtVrth Brooksvllle. spent
$10,000 worth of govpocket
a dive the men arrange their lines on
with infinite regard for a bargain, for
gilt
ornaments.
Games
were
played
ernment
bonds
and handed them over
Christmas with her mother, Mrs. Liithe deck rails of the submarine. The
he was vain. He cultivated the manthat
furnished
gay
amusements, ale Gray.
as security.
Before the banker could
hooks are halted and are strung out
Mrs. Helen Gordon took first prize
ner of a
for he had a
village"beau,
t
Dec. 27.
X.
express his astonishmenL the stranger
on the decks to
be carried upward
and Mrs. deneva Sprague the booby. !
keen eye for feminine loveliness, but
said:
when the hoot dives, hy a float atA delicious lunch was served, also a
no North Gilead girl could truthfully
North Brooklin.
"Now this is something like It. Over Christmas cake decorated with red
tached near the hook.
Fred Cole, wife and son Donald,
maintain that Merton had ever spent
at this other bank they wanted me
candies, forming the words "Merry of Rockland, were here Sunday.
Since any fish that takes the bait
a nickel on her.
Still there Is a certain
Christmas." while Santa appeared in
to pay $10 Just for a safety deposit
can
not be removed until the boat
Herbert Hale Is employed for the
glamour to a hundred and fifty thouthe middle with his red
coat
and winter in Whltlngville. Mass.
box to keep these things in!"—Indiancomes
to the surface, the lines are
sand dollars, and girls were not wantwhite whiskers.
Ail
dedeparted
Rev.
Mr.
Dexter of Sedgwick
apolis Star.
rail
fastened to the deck
by coll ing to welcome his
claring it was the best time of the preached an Interesting Christmas
Inexpensive and inThis practically eliminates
springs.
and
season,
wishing Mrs. Gay a sermon in the chapel Sunday aftersinuating flatteries.
New Talking Glove.
the chance of losing the fish hy Its
Merry Christmas.
The next
club noon.
On the afternoon of Beth’s homeAn Ingenious
glove by means of meting will be with Mrs. L. C. Bragbreaking the line, or tearing the hook
from
came
Leonard
Candage
within
an
hour
after Hugh's
coming.
don,
which the blind
afternoon.
converse
has
Thursday
out of its mouth.
may
Wellesley. Mass., Friday, to spend
brief visit, she met Phelps in the post
Dec. 27.
been Invented by a physician of An"Spec.”
Christmas with his family
office. And when, spurred by the fassonla. Connecticut, who
Is
himself
Will Hale and Eugene Cole are
Franklin Medal to Sir Charlea Parsons.
cination
of
Brook! in.
beauty
exceptionally
home for a few days from the Sarrapidly becoming blind and deaf. It
The Franklin medal has been awardgroomed and fetchingly gowned, he
Clarence Lurvey. who has been gentville canning factory.
is a thin glove, with ail the letters
i
ed to Sir Charles Parsons “In recogniasked If he might “drop around and
employed at VanBuren, spent the
Miss Dorothy Cole is receiving the
of the alphabet ti[>on It, distributed
tion of his epoch-making success In
set on the porch” with her that eveholidays at home.
her
of
many friends
congratulations
over digits palm and back.
Hr. Terthe development and the construction
Mrs. Harry Bridges, who was op- on he: marriage on Christmas dal
ning. Beth granted him the privilege
ry himself lias learned ihe precise siterated upon for appendicitis about to George Gott of Brooklin.
of the steam turbine which has revowith a condescension quite new to liis
uation of each letter, so that when a
four weeks ago. is able to be out
lutionized the art of steam engineerMrs. Mattie Candage was called to
experiences.
friend spells out a word by touching again.
Boston Tuesday by the serious illness
ing. particularly in regard to the proTwo evenings after that North GilWilliam Herrick and wife, who of her brother’s wife, Mrs. Otis C.
Ihe several spots, he onn follow by
pulsion of mercantile and naval ves- ead was shaken to its foundations
by
the feeling. The beauty of Dr. Terry's have been at Camden during the fall, Wells, who died before her arrival
the
of
electrical
and
sels.
gendriving
the news, spread like wildfire, that
arrived home Saturday.
In Boston.
Invention Is that It enables him to
e-ators."
Not many people know of
Miss Olive Kane, who has been emMerton Phelps had actually hired Ed
Christmas was pleasantly observed
receive
communications
from
of
Charles
the courageous struggle
Sir
persons ployed in Portland, is home for the in the
chapel with a tree and conGodfrey's new roadster and taken Beth
who
are
with
his
unacquainted
winter.
syscert.
Leroy Flye appeared as Santa
| in the early days of his invention, and Bedell to ride, leaving his own second- tem. Any deaf-blind
Schools
could
will
person
open January 3, after
Claus, and furnished much amuse] that he separated from his original had flivver idle in tlie garage. And
have such a glove made, ntid, of two weeks' vacation.
ment for the children.
partners owing to their becoming too
when, next day. it transpired that he
Miss Edith Kane has gone to
“Xenophon.
Dec. 27.
discouraged to “carry- on." Engineer- had taken her to Lake Chemung and course, it does not matter how the let- North Baldwin to
teach.
ters
are
arranged
upon It. for he
ing. in speaking of the award, says:
Mrs. Maynard Blaisdell has gone
paid four dollars for something to eat
Surry.
alone needs to know’ without looking
to Boston, where she has
| “The work of Sir Charles Parsons has at the Chemung pavilion, the comemploywhere they are situated.
Hope Joy is spending a few weeks
halved the cost of producing electric
ment.
munity almost became speechless.
with Mrs. N. J. Kane.
Alton Herrick of Houston, Texas,
power and reduced in still greater proThat was the beginning.
For two
R. Calvin Osgood of WatervU
Foxcraft Is Unique.
is visiting his father. Dr. F. S. Herportion the capital cost of engineer- weeks Merton Phelps belied ids
Christmas with his motherspent
repuOsgood I*. Martin of Foxcraft, Me., rick.
ing machinery.—Scientific American.
Miss Persis Meader of El Is wort
tation ami Ids antecedents at a ruinhas received a letter from Ills son.
Josephine, youngest child of Mr. Is taking care of Mrs. Sadie McKay
ous rate. The dark-green roadster was
and Mrs. Frank A. Herrick, died
t
Dr. Selden O. Martin. In England, In
Frances Curtis is spending
Capsules and Fly Screens.
at the Bedells' door daily.
Ami when
She had been ill for a weeks at home.
Tuesday.
the doctor says that he can
which
Among modern inventions that make
A
long time. Services were held at the
it wasn’t carrying Beth off on some
Lena A. Sperry Is visiting in
cable to Foxcroft for till cents less
for comfort a subscriber lists as two
Baptist church Friday afternoon. gusta.
frightfully costly excursion or other it
than
to New York, because he needs
(
Rev.
D.
D. Johnson officiating.
of the most Important the capsules
was chasing Into Gilead after ehocoRuth Swett and a friend spen
to write only "Foxcroft" h
ihe nil
The Christmas tree and concert at
j now used for disagreeable medicines. hites and. finally, for a box of orchids
Christmas with her father.
dress, since It Is the only place of the church Friday evening was much
''ilia
Augustus Treworgy.
I and the wire screen used to protect
♦•specially ordered from the Gilead
•“*
that name in the world. 1i is nof nec- enjoyed.
our houses from disagreeable insects.
worgy. Bertha Greene and H
lorist.
Wabanaki Camp Fire Girls held a
essary to add either “Heine" or “C
are visiting Edna OsgoodOsgood
Quinine, he says, was in the days of
Meantime Hugh Silsby had suffered
sale at the library Saturday afterS
A."
Leon C. Lord spent a week rece
the Civil war the great medicine of
noon, Dec. 18. Net proceeds, $10.70.
agonies of remorse for his churlish bely at home.
the army, and it was taken by the
Rev.
D.
D.
Johnson
received
havior toward Beth—and continued to
quite
There will be a dance Thursday
Canada to fteplant Forests.
i teaspoon with nothing to disguise Its
a sum of money on Christmas eve
Milk the deeper. Not again did he see
night in the grange hall.
,t
The
Quebec government plans to from part of the parish. His Sun| bitterness. All that is past. The Both, save at a distance, except once
Susie McGraw of Waterville -I*
plant two pine or spruce trees for day school class of men gave him Christmas week at home.
well screened house, with Its freedom
i
♦ hen she waved at him from the
green
$13.
every one cut down, and has at presfrom mosquitoes and files, was unDec. 27.
«*nr ami
was gone like a flash with
Mrs.
Herbert
and
of
ent six hydroplanes patrolling forest
daughter,
-oknown to “the good old days," and
“that d—d monkey of a Phelps” grinMr. HerIslesboro, came last week.
areas
while at the same time It Is
ltluehill Falls.
it alone is enough to make modern life
bert is drilling a well for J. H.
ning at her side.
encouraging private forest protection.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Henderson
worth the living.—From the Outlook
Hooper.
It was the morning after the orchids.
Three million pine and spruce trp-s
Daniel Allen attended State
Dec. 27.
"Une Femme.”
Hugh was disconsolately going about have been planted this
-oDorothy Chatto has returned
year and seven
-ohis “chores" In his big ham when
Bangor to resume her
The Vatican.
associations of lumbermen organized
nomaNorth Heflgwick.
there came n light step on the floor
spending Christmas week at has been
for timber development.
The Vatican, the palace of the pope
Harold Grindle of Northeast HarMrs. Hattie Conary. who
i
sit'd
a laughing “Good morning, Hugh.”
in Rome and one of the largest in the
bor spent the past week with his un- in poor health for some t
ft was Beth.
world, contains a valuable collection
His Next Move.
cle, Curtis Young.
somewhat improved.
tree
“Good
I«n’t this a queer
morning.
of works of art, and Is one of the
“The Inst girl I tried to kiss called
Daniel Aller.. master of Sedgwick
The neighborhood Christ®
wgS
place for a cfty—”
chief attractions of the city,
er father.
tVould you do that?"
grange, attended State grange.
at Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conar.
ft is a
^
“Now Hugh, you stop that." inter
After recit®
The community Christmas tree at much enjoyed.
storehouse of literary treasures and
“Yes, I think I would. But father
ffas
lunchh
“Pm no» going to let von
mo*od Roth
Mr. Flye of Brooklin
i
documents of Interest bearing on the
In Chicago just now and It would the church Sunday evening, with
t
•
•♦ i.’fi'i
concert by the Sunday school chilf! !*’ ‘'1*0 wt*V mo
served and a well-loaded
take tne some time to get him over
history of the Middle ages.
dren, was well attended, and greatly picked.
fair to me nor to yourself. I\» ♦ .♦•
C.
distance."
lung
A collection of $16.50 was
Dec 27.
enjoyed
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An Inch of Time
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By MARTHA M. WILLIAMS
1920. by McClure Newspaper

fin

now

it

give

third time
“Had us
concert."
“Still, it’s

Bloomfield. N. J.

West

listen—tt would be as cruel to hurt
him ns to strike a baby that smiled

20-72

at

Eden.

G. W. Mayo, master of Mt. View,
From
Is attending State grange.
there he will go to Athol, Mass., to
with
his
holidays
the
daughter,
spend

Mildred I’aquet.

.Mrs.

Graten
and
Mrs. Henry
little
daughter Henrietta are visiting Mrs.
Mrs.
Abbie
Graten s sister.
Sumlnsby,
at Bar Harbor.
C. M. Rich has gone to Belfast for
a few weeks.
Rev. George Brooks of Seal Harbor
held services in the chapel Sunday
Mr. Brooks
morning and evening.
intends to continue the* services the
until
month,
first
Sunday each
June.
M.
Dec. 20.
-o-

Subscribe for The American.

DON'T

WASTE TIME.

It's a waste of time to experiment
with liniments and plasters when you
have a dull, throbbing backache or
Get after
sharp, stabbing twinges.
the cause!
Help the kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills.
Read this.
J. H. Donovan, prop,
of
restaurant, Liberty St,, Ellsworth, gave the
following statement
December
5,
1!H6:
T have used Doan's Kidney
Pills now and then tor the past five
years whenever I find
my
kidneys
need attention and they never fail to
I have to stand on my feet
cure me.
in the kitchen when cooking and am
exposed to drafts from the doors, so
I know it is that which brings on
my
trouble. At times my back pains severely and my legs cramp and I have
severe dizzy spells.
As soon as I
notice any of these symptoms coming
oh, I go and get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore's Pharmacy
and
they soon have me feeling all right.”
On October 5, 1920, Mr. Donovan
said:
"I gladly renew the statement
I gave tor publication many
years
I am glad to say my
ago.
kidneys
have given me no trouble at all of
late, and to Doan's ;OI credit Is due.”
60c. at all deal” ;.
Foster-Milhuru Co., Mfrs., BufTrlo. N. V.
HUSBAND'S STORY WILL
AMAZE ELLSWORTH
|i
,ys:
"Adler-l-ka
helped my
v
!■
for gas on the stomach and
nuu-h in TWENTY MINUTES,
it works beyond
greatest
expecta\dler-t-ka acts
on
BOTH
ml lower bowel removing foul
which
poisoned stomach.
!|’!t til! gases and
our, decayI
EXCELLENT for chronic
it ion.
Guards against ap•tii; tis.
Adler-l-ka removes matin never
thought was In your
f m and which
have been
may
"
tiing
you for
months.—Alexander's Pharmacy.
HOW ANY GIRL CAN
HAVE PRETTY EYES
Mo girl or woman is
pretty if her
eyes arc red, strained or have dark

rings.

Simple witchhazel, camphor,
etc., as mixed in Lavoptik
eye wash, will brighten the
eyes and
a week s
use will surprise you with
Its QUICK results.
Regular use of
Uvoptik keeps the eyes healthy,
sparkling and vivacious. The quick
change will please you. Dainty
Aluminum eye cup FREE. Alexan-

hydrastis,

der s

since dinner.
well have gone to that silly
Murcia went on plaintively:

something to have nobody
making clumsy love to you. Joe, poor
lamb, is a dub at it, but I have to

upon Scott’s Emulsion!
Scott & Bowne,

Pharmacy.

you."

From which it appears Miss Marcia
Lane had a conscience, an awkward
possession for a born flirt.
Marcia
loved the game If It were even reasonwell
ably
played. Joe Gregory would
never, never learn to play It.
He was
so

appallingly honest,

so

absolutely

literal.

Marcia loved to think of him
as something betwixt a
habit and a
benefactor—any other way he weighed
on her mind.
He was as steadfast as
thoughtful in rendering friendly services—Mnrcla writhed under some of
them, hut could not bring herself to
hurt him by refusing them.
The evening was so sultry she had
left the outer door on the chain. After
n mild rap some one said through the
ernck of it:
"May I come in for
five minutes? No longer?"
"Why—1 don't know,” Marcia faltered,
She
approaching the door.
saw
a
human segment, tall, well

r-7-:—i

m-'s

iiaw

a

Human

Segment.

cltin and
clothed, clean, part of a
check. excellently modeled and three(piarters of an eye, full-set underneath
He stood
a
dark line of eyebrows.
luit In hand, the hand slightly before
Sin- did not know him—but he
him.
was.
somehow, not quite strange.
“Please, may I come fn?” he repeated
liusliedly, yet with something of
strain.
When Marcia had unbolted the door
lie eatne through it and melted Into
the duskiest of the corners, saying
still hushedly: “Keep time on me—
and please remember it—well.”
Marcia nodded. Suddenly she broke
out. In her own guarded voice: "Which
You for asking to
of us is maddest?
come In. I for permitting It?”
“On tiie face—honors are easy,” lie
answered, his eyes fast on the watch
open in his hand. “But listen—I am
your neighbor—job have heurd me
speak—In behalf of a poor dog—"
“I remember!" Marcia broke In
t*agt?rij

iuiu»

iiuum

“Forget It—please!" he admonished.
“Forget also my asking asylum with

Rosy
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ready for family illnesses.
y°ur dealers.
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vou—unless you would like to rememthat, by granting it, you perhaps
have saved my life."
“Will I ever know how?" Marcia
He
whisper.
asked in almost a
glanced at her. “It depends,” he anShe stared into the court
swered.
where still alleged music whined and
hlatted. She was glad of It now—Its
discords masked their low talk perfectly. Two minutes more had passed. A
made her
sense of noiseless motion
half turn—to see her caller creeping
toward her. so bent he was invisible
“Vou are not afraid.
to other view.
I should not he here If you were cowardly." lie said calmly crouching low
“1 hope It Is a long life
at her feet.
of time
you me saving with this inch
However that may be,
you give me.
It Is henceforth at your service.”
He did not touch even her garment’s
Pern, but she knew ne was quivering
ill through.' Presently he whispered:
Vou have a right to know my peril is
—of my own making—one that manhood forbids me to protect myself
from—”
“A woman scorned?" Marcia asked
under breath. He nodded. “She waits
to kill me inside my door—she has a
key. I balked her plan to run away
Outside tier husband”—a
with me.
gulp over the words—“waits for—both
of us—or either.”
“I,et me help you to escape," Marcia said dragging from a closet Joe’s
khaki dustcoat and deeply vlsored
dHvintt can
“Put them on and “o—
ber

Cheek

for Girl and

saying clearly: “Good-by, Joe.
surely be ready tomorrow when

50
Satisfaction

C°”

STATE OF MAINE.

STATE Of
IAINE.
To all persons int« ested In either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth
William
In and for the County of Hancock, on
the fourteenth day of December in the
of Albert Atkinson
and
Phebe R. Atkinson, both late of Or- year of our Lord one thousand nine
land, in said County, deceased, and hundred and twenty and by adjournthe seventh
another persons claiming under said ment from
day of said
Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. At- December A. D. 1920 term of said court.
The following matters having been
and a** persons unknown.
William ff'reeman Shoppe of Boze- presented
for the action thereupon
man,
State
of
Montana, complains hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
against the heirs of Albert Atkinson
That notice thereof be
ORDERED,;
arid I hebe R. Atkinson, both late of given to all
persons
interested,
by
Or land in said County of
Hancock, de- causing a copy of this order to be pubceased, and all other persons unknown,
lished three weeks successively in T'u
claiming by descent, purchase or other- Ellsworth American, a newspaper pubwise, by, through or under the said Al- 1 lished at Ellsworth in said county, that
Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson, they may appear at a probate court to
deceased, and says:
be held at Ellsworth
on
the
fourth
the plaintiff is the owner in I day of January
.That
A. D.
1921, at ten
ree simple and in
possession of a cer- ! of the clock in the forenoon, and 15e
tain .lot or parcel of land with the
heard thereonr- if they see cause.
buildings thereon, situated in said Or- I
Mariam E. Jordan, late of Mariaville,
land, and bounded and described as fol- 1 in said
A certain incounty, deceased.
w^: Eot Number Ninety-five ! strument
Vi*8,
purporting to be the last will
(95) according to the plan and survey and testament
of said deceased, tosaid Orland, and contains one hungether with
for
petition
probaate
dred acres, more or less.
Said lot is thereof and for the appointment of the
subject to the righs of flowage if any, executor without
giving bond.presented
and being particularly described as fol- I
by George W. Brimmer, executor therelows:
Beginning on the Range line at ; in named.
a spotted poplar tree and
bunch of ma- I
Calvin Leach, late of Penobscot, in
pie trees and cedar stake about ten said
A certain incounty, deceased.
rods northerly of Hothole
Pond, so strument purporting to be the last will
thence northerly on said Range | and testament of said
failed;
deceased, toline about one hundred and
thirty rods gether with petition
for
probate
to a stake and
stones; thence easterly thereof and for the appointment of Al°b spotted line about
rods
to
bert
P.
seventy
Leach, executor without givedge of field; thence northerly at right ing
bond,
presented
by Euzllla M.
angles to last line twenty rods more or Leach, widow of said deceased.
less to stake and stones at the ede-e
of
Josephine S. Hutchins, late of Orland.
woods and land of Norris Ginn; thence in said
county, deceased.
Petition that
easterly at right angles to the last Guy E. Hutchins or some other suitaline ninety rods more or less to
the ble person be appointed administrator
Range line; thence southerly by said of the estate of said deceased, preRange line one hundred and fifty rods: sented by Guy E. Hutchins, son and
thence westerly at right angles to said heir-at-law of said deceased.
Range line about one hundred sixty
Samuei D. Patten, late of Penobscot,
rods to place of beginning.
in said county, deceased.
Petition that
2.
The plaintiff and those
under Fremont B. Patten or some other suitawhom he claims have been in
open, no- ble person be appointed administrator
torious. exclusive, continued and unin- of the estate of said
deceased, preterrupted possession of said premises sented by Fremont B. Patten, an heir
for more than
four years next prior and next of kin of said deceased.
to the filing of this
W.
bill, to wit, for
late
of Castine, In
George
Morey,
more than twenty years,
claiming an said county, deceased. Petition that
estate in freehold therein, to wit: an Arthur G. Morey or some other suitable
estate in fee simple.
person be appointed administrator of
3.
The defendants claim
or
deceased, without
may the estate of said
claim as heirs,
devisees, or assigns of giving bond, presented by Charles A.
said Albert Atkinson and Phebe R. At- Morey, son and heir-at-law of said dekinson, some right, title, interest or ceased.
estate in the premises herein above
Edward M. Curtis, late of Surry, in
described, that their claim cannot be said county, deceased. Petition that
met by the plaintiff without the
pro- Edward E. Curtis or some other suitaduction of evidence.
ble person be appointed administrator
4.
That said claim or possibility of of the estate of said deceased, preclaim creates a cloud
upon the title of sented by Edward E. Curtis, son of said
the plaintiff to said real estate and dedeceased.
preciates the market value of said
Delia H. Allen, late of Sedgwick, in
property.
said county, deceased.
First and final
5.
That the plaintiff has wade dili- account of Henry W. Sargent, admingent inquiry, but is unable to ascer- istrator, filed for settlement.
tain the names of the heirs, devisees or
ruinuuiil, ltt.LV VI i\OIassigns of said Albert Atkinson and folk, Virginia.
deceased.
First
and
Phebe R. Atkinson.
final account of
Henning Fernstrom,
WHEREFORE the plaintiff prays executor filed for settlement.
that this honorable court may:
Jennie S. Arey, late of Bucksport, in
1.
Order such notice as shall seem said county, deceased.
First and final
meet.
account of Frank H. Arey, administraEnter a decree establishing and tor, filed for settlement.
the
declaring
Caroline F. Ginn, late of Bucksport,
validity, nature and extent of the plaintiffs title.
in said county,
deceased.
First
ac3.
Grant such other and further recount of Theodore H. Smith, executor,
‘>ef m the premises as the nature of filed for settlement.
the
case
Eben G. Preble, late of Sullivan, in
may
require, or to this
honorable court may seem meet and said county, deceased.
First and final
account of Josephine H. Preble, execujust.
Dated this 8th day of November A.
trix, filed for settlement.
D. 1920.
Annie M. McKay, late of Bar Harbor,
in said county, deceased.
First
and
WILLIAM FREEMAN SHOPPE,
final
of
Abram
account
Gilpatrick,
by Wiley C. Conary,
executor, filed for settlement.
his Attorney.
George P. Haven, late of Hancock, in
Wiley C. Conary,
said county, deceased.
First and final
Solicitor for the Plaintiff.
account of George F. Merchant, executor, filed for settlement.
STATE OF MAINE.
Maria W. Lowell, late of Bucksport,
in said county, deceased.
Third and
HANCOCK ss:
Supreme Judicial Court, last account of Mary A. Patch, executrix, filed for settlement.
In Equity.
Robert
E. Wood,
late
of
Mount
William Freeman Shoppe
Desert, in said county, deceased. First
vs.
and final account of G. B. Wood, adThe heirs of Albert
Atkinson
and
ministrator, filed for settlement.
Phebe R. Atkinson, both late of OrCaroline T. H. Somes, late of Mount
land in said County, deceased, and all
in said county, deceased.
First
other persons claiming under said Desert,
and final account of Fred H. Somes, adAlbert Atkinson and Phebe R. Atministrator, filed for settlement.
kinson, and all persons unknown.
Charles H. Dow and Alta E. Dow.
In the above entitled suit:
of Southwest Harbor, in said
It is ORDERED: It appearing and minors,
Petition filed
county.
Agnes Dow.
being found by the Court that actual guardian, for license to by
sell certain real
service cannot be made upon the heirs, estate of said
minors,
situated
in
or legal
representatives of said Albert Tremont, in said county, and more
Atkinson and Phebe R. Atkinson, or fully described in said
petition.
unknown
or
unupon persons
claiming
Flora E. York, a person of unsound
der said Albert Atkinson and Phebe R.
mind of Hancock, in said county.
PeAtkinson, it is ordered that notice of tition filed by Lillie York Chamberlain,
the pendency of the above entitled suit guardian, for license to sell certain real
be served upon said respondents as fol- estate of said Flora E.
York, situated
lows (such notice being considered by in St. George, Knox
county. State of
the Court most effectual), to wit: by Maine, and more
described in said
fully
posting a true copy of said bill and this petition.
order thereon in the post offce at OrPearl S. Parker, late of Bluehill. in
land Hancock County. Maine, and at said county, deceased.
First and final
the store of Albert R. Buck in said Or- account of Fannie H. Parker, execuland,
being public and conspicuous trix, filed for settlement.
places in said town, at least thirty
Fanny Bridgham. late of East Providays before the First Tuesday of Feb- dence.
Rhode
Island,
deceased.
Peruary. 1921. and by publishing a true
tition filed by Charles L. Carpenter and
copy of said bill and this order thereEdward J. Haney, executors of the last
on
three weeks successively in the will and testament of said deceased,
Ellsworth American, a newspaper pub- that the amount of the inheritance tax
lished in Ellsworth. Hancock County, on the estate of said deceased, be deMaine, the last publication to be at | termined by the judge of probate.
least thirty days before the First TuesCharles E. Daniels, late of Bar Harday of February, 1921, that they may bor, in said county, deceased.
First
then appear at the Court House in j and final account of Augusta Daniels,
Ellsworth in our said County of Han- j administratrix, filed for settlement.
cock at ten o'clock in the forenoon of
William O. Emery, late of Sullivan,
the said day and then and there to in said county, deceased.
Petition filed
answer to said bill and abide the judgby Edmond J. Walsh, administrator d.
meat of said Court hereon,
b. n. for license to sell certain real esAnd it is further ordered that said tate of said deceased, situated in Sullirespondents file with the Clerk of said van and Sorrento, both in said Hancock
Court for said County of Hancock, county, and more fully described in
within thirty days after the day above said petition.
named for appearance, their demurrer,
Richard W. Haynes, late of Bar Harplea or answer to said bill, if any they bor, in said county, deceased
First
have.
and final account of Walter H Haynes,
Dated Dec. 10, 1920.
administrator, filed for settlement.
LUERE B. DEASY,
Witness, Bertrand E. Clark, judge of
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
said
Court
at Ellsworth
this
fourA true copy of the Bill in Equity and teenth day of December in the year of
order of Court thereon.
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
Attest:—T. F. MAHONEY,
and twenty.
Clerk S. J. Court.
ROBERT P. KING, Register.
A true copy.
STATE UK MAINE.
HANCOCK ss.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth,
Register.
in and for said county of Hancock, on
the
the seventh day of December in
n
n.ti.rj.
nrinnir
nine
year of our Lord one thousand
STATE OF MAINE.
hundred and twenty.
A certain instrument purporting to
HANCOCK ss.
be a copy of the last will and testament
Taken on this fifteenth day
of Deof .Toh^ R. Davies, senior, late of Phila- cember
A. D. 1920
an execution
delphia; jn .he county of Philadelphia, dated December 13. upon
A. D. 1920, issued
and state of
Pennsylvania, deceased, on a judgment rendered by
the Ellsand of the probate thereof in said state worth
municipal court in and for said
of Pennsylvania,
duly authenticated,
of Hancock at the term of said
having been presented to the judge of County
court
and
held
at Ellsworth
probate for our said County of Han- within begun
and for said county on the first
cock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate court Tuesday of December, A. D. 1920. which
said judgment was so rendered Decemof our said County of Hancockber 10, A. D. 1920, in which judgment
ORDERED, That notice thereof be
execution the inhabitants of the
given to all persons interested there- and
town
of Tremont. a municipal corporain by publishing a copy of this ortion in said county and State, is credider three weeks successively in The
tor and Thomas Watson Walls of said
American.
a
Ellsworth
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said County of Tremont is debtor, and which execution in favor of said inhabitants of the
to
the
fourth
Hancock
prior
town of Tremont and
said
D.
of
A.
against
day
January.
Thomas Watson Walls for the sum of
that
1921,
may
appear
they
seven dollars and eighty cents debt or
at a Probate Court then to be held at
Ellsworth, in and for said County of damage, and nine dollars and ten cents
costs of suit
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the fore(together with fifteen
cents more for said execution writ)
t' any they
noon, and show cause,
runs against the goods afd estate of
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
said Thomas Watson Walls
and
also
Judge of Probate. against the undivided shares of all the
A true copy.
heirs in the estate of John Walls late
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
of said Tremont, deceased, the followRegister.
ing real estate as the property of said
Thomas Watson
Walls and of all the
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
other heirs-at-law
owning undivided
December 10. A. D. 1920.
shares in the estate of said John Walls
ss.
HANCOCK
deceased, to wit- A cerainlot or parcel
We, the undersigned, having been of land at Seal Cove in said town of
duly appointed by the Honorable Bert- Tremont described as follows, viz:
rand E. Clark, judge of probate within Bounded on the south by the sea. on
and for said county, commissioners to the west by land formerly of Madison
receive and decide upon the claims of Butler, on the north by land formerly
the creditors of William O. Emery late of John Farrell and on the east by land
of Sullivan in said
county,
deceased, formerly of George Butler, containing
whose estate has been represented in- some thirty acres more or
less
with
solvent,
hereby give public notice buildings thereon in which said John
agreeably to the order of the said Walls formerly lived. And I shall at
six
months
from
that
of
probate,
judge
public auction sale at the office of Hale
and after November 26. 1920. have been & Hamlin, in said Ellsworth, on Friday
allowed to said creditors to present and the fourteenth day of January, A. D.
will
atthat
we
claims,
and
their
prove
1921, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon
tend to the duty assigned us at the of- to
satisfy said execution and incidental
fice
of Peters & Crabtree. Ellsworth,
charges, sell said real estate taken on
nineseven,
Maine, on Friday, January
as
aforesaid
and
the
execution
all
teen hundred and twenty-one, and on
right, title and interest which the said
Monday. May twenty-three, nineteen Thomas Watson Walls and all the other
2.30
of
the
at
hundred and twenty-one,
of
said
Walls
heirs-at-law
John
clock in the afternoon of each of said have in and to the same, or had on the
days.
of September, A. D.
day
twenty-eighth
HARRY L. CRABTREE,
of
the
1920. at 10 hours, 20 mirtutes
FRANK M. GAYNOR.
flock in the forenoon (the time when
Commissioners.
the same was attached on the original
writ in the action in which the judgment upon which said execution issued
_

COUNTY OF HANCOCK, as.
Supreme Judicial Court

come.”
,
She had caught a
light step, the
merest
rustle of garments, as she I
passed into the hall. The
lights there,
again full, showed her a veiled and

T*l?. teirs

hooded figure rushing
impetuously I
downward. It pushed rudely, past the
1
stranger without a glance at him, and
"as quickly
swallowed In lower half- |
lit depths.
Then came a smothered 1; 5ert
scream, drowned by the loud purring 1
of a powerful car.
Marcia rejoiced !
that hers were not street
windows;
Whatever happened she could not see 1
it; shuddering she sank upon a wini
dow seat and hid her face In
her
hands. Rody and soul, she was shaken
to the depths.
,
Now for a year she had built
|
up an :
ideal about the man she had saved.

Gordon Ammerly, lawyer, litterateur,
society ornament, modestly rich, but

ambitious as Lucifer.
The type she i
could love—fate
Now— j
permitting.
she flung up her head, rose and shook I
herself free of something
intangible. !
So he played with women’s hearts and
men’s honor.
In a shuddering revulsion she flung doors and windows
wide, bathed her burning face, turned
out the lights and sat
pondering life
and things till a low moon told her it

long past midnight.
When next Joe came—to be exact
It was next afternoon—she saw him
transfigured. He was clean as he was
kind there
were
no
folded-down
pages for his wife to discover. Moreover, he loved her so entirely, trusted
her with such perfect trust.
“I—
gnve away your coat and cap,” she
said to him, abruptly, to which he only
smiled, saying: "It must have been
the right thing—or you wouldn’t have
done It.’’
And although he sensed
subtly the change in her. the change
that bespoke ordeal, he said nothing
of it. but took her to dinner and afterward
for a
long, lazy wandering
through tlie park. It was the first of
Marcia found them infinitely
many.
restful. She found, too, that Joe had
ceased to liore her—that she missed
him acutely, longed for his coming,
and felt happy In his presence though
neither spoke a word.
Thus time's whirligig brought to
pass the Inevitable end—a quiet wedding, g brief honeymoon, then the innking of a new and delightful home, big
enough for two, that by and by became three. Marcia in her happiness remembered her flight of adventure only
now and then, but always thankfully
—it had been the turning point. She
knew Ammerly was abroad—permaHe
nently, said the society gossip.
(jad sent as a wedding gift a small
(Tiest of exquisite silver—thus she
knew he too remembered thankfully.
"I am trying to make my life worth
your having saved it," he wrote in
answer to her warm acknowledgment.
Still it took her all aback, when her
second baby came, to find that he
watched over her though far away.
“I have settled on you my old home,
with enough money to live there in
l’lease do it—cities are no
comfort,
places for young tilings which have
was

hereditary right to grow up very fine.
Knowledge that you and yours are
there, safe and happy, is the only
thing that can make me sure your inch

"*■

j

I

j
1

j
I
1

Temporary Truce.
was the worst of a lot of
very bad boys at the little village
school. Every day he worried the life
out of his unfortunate teacher.
At last, however, came a day when
the teacher thought the ringleader had

repented.
“Teacher,” he said, "I’m going to be

good boy today.”
"I am very glad to hear it,” smiled
teacher. “But why Is that?”
“Well,” said Tommy, as if ashamed
of his promise, “I don’t feel very w^l 1
today.”—London Answers.
a

One Drop Kills.
Tommy (to aviator)—What
most deadly poison known?

Is

the

Aviator—Aviation poison.
Tommy—How much does it take to
kill a person?
Aviator—One drop.—Science and Invention.
Auditor Regrets.
Cholly—There. I've told you that !
Isn’t that the sweetest
love you I
story ever told?
Polly—But it’s old, boy—old, antique
and ancient. And. besides. I've heard
The

it

tn*d

mnrb

hotter

—Rvprprt.

^*«uioc

I

j

beginning. Being same premises conveyed by deed or Eugene D. Richardto said Seth W. Babbidge, dated
Sept. 16. 1901, and recorded July 26,
1902. in vol. 380. page 71, of the regisson

try of
Maine.

1

1

!

|
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county,
lot
or

STATE OF MAINE.
of Sale of
Collector’s Advertisement
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Brooksville, in the County
of Hancock, for the year 19 '".
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident
owners
in the
town of Brooksville aforesaid, for the
tie
for colyear 1920. committed to
lection for said town on the twentieth
day of April, 1920, remains unpaid; and
notice is
hereby given that if said
taxes with interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real
estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at
Town house in said town, on the first
in February.
1921. at nine
Monday
o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due

u.

rendered.)

£*'»■.

for
Hancock
another certain

Ltesert. bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a bolt in
the ledge at the northwest corner of a
two acre lot owned .by Mrs. Mary Odell,
and running from same bolt in a westerly direction fifty-four rods, more or
less, to a large rock
marked
with
a
cross; thence
northerly fifteen rods,
more or less, to a large stone marked
a
with
cross; tbence in an easterly direction fifty-four rods, more or less, to
a stone post in the
thence
ground;
southerly fifteen rods, more or less, to
the iron bolt at the place of beginning,
and containing five acres, more or less.
The above described lot is a part of
the Richard Richardson estate and is
situated in District No. 10, in said town
of
Mount
Desert,
and is the
same
property and premises described in the
deed from John P. Brown et ais, to the
W.
said Seth
dated
the
Babbidge
twelfth day of April a. d. 1889, and recorded May 15, 1899, in vol. 235.
page
'MO. of the registry of deeds for Han< ock
county. Maine, and the same is
h r?by
conveyed subject to the same
reservation of a right of way over said
lot as was reserved in said Brown et
als to said Seth W. Babbidge as above
And whereas the condireferred to.
tion
said
has
been
of
mortgages
broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof. I
claim a foreclosure of the said mortgages.
NANCY M. BABBIDGE.
Rockland, December 10. 1920.

including

int. and
Name of Owner. Description of Property.
charges.
or
unknown,
Blake. Fred N.
one-third Henry Blake place,
$ 4.40’
Cape Rosier.
Bragg. Mrs. N. H.. or unknown,
26.40
cottage and lot. Harborside.
Coombs Brothers, or unknown,
West
wharf and
building.
4.4QBrooksville.
Durgain, Curtis, or unknown,
house and lot, mill privilege, *
Hale lot
North Brooksville,
30.80
at Brooksville,
unknown,
or
Sarah,
Ellison.
West
lot
at
and
house
26.40'
Brooksville,
Grindle, Dean, or unknown, lot
at North Brooksville, part of
2.20
I. J. Cousins place.
Gray. Herbert, or unknown,
5.28
woodlot at Cape Rosier,
Harris.
Sylvia, or unknown,
2.20
house lot at Norembega.
Latty, Sylvans, or unknown,
part of the Hooper and ConBro*ksdon estate,- South
4.62
ville.
Co.,
or
Maine Coast Granite
unknown, quarry and store
114.40
at South Brooksville,
or
unknown,
Pitman. S.
M.,
house lot at South Brooks2.20.
ville.
Sargent, Henry, or unknown,
engine house, quarry and lot
24.20
al Brooksville.
or
unElla,
Mrs.
Stevens,
lot and
and
known. house
8.80
woodlot at West Brooksville'.
Union Trust Co., or unknown,
lot of land at West Brooks3.30
ville, part of S. Jones place.
Frank,
or
unknown,
White,
Brookslot
at
house and
Douglass
ville,
formerly
7-04
place.
NORMAN HALE.
of
Town
for the
Collector of Taxes
Brooksville. Maine.
December 20. 1920.

j
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deeds
Also

parcel of land situated in said Mount

_

of time was not spent in vain.”
He died a year later.
Marcia
grieved for him sincerely—hut her
gratitude to him was not for his bene- :
!
factions. but for Joe.
I
I
j
China's Clay Cliff Dwellings.
!
When We speak of houses built of
clay in the United States, we mean j
brick.
Hut along the banks of a certain river in the Yuman province of !
China tile idea is carried out much
more literally, according to the KanStar.
There a lofty versas City
tical cliff of clay affords homes rent
free for several hundred peoplo. The
cliff is a bright yellow, so fine in texture that a bit of it rubbed between
tlie fingers gives no feeling of grit. It
is easily dug out with spades, and a
great ninny cave dwellings have been
excavated In the face of the cliff, overlooking the river. Some of them are
two ami three stories, the clay being
so tenacious that thick horizontal layfurnish a series of floors.
ers of It
Nothing at all like these homes is
to be seen anywhere else in the world,
it is said.
Scattered over the face of
the cliff among the cave houses, are
quaint buddhist shrines, with images
carved out of clay.—New York SunHerald.

Tommy

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Seth W. Babbidge of Mount
Hancock
State
of
county,
Maine (now
deceased), by his mortgage deeds dated the
twelfth
day of
February, a. d. 1904. and recorded In
said Hancock,ss. registry of deeds. voL
102, page 418. conveyed to
me
the
undersigned, a certain pa.
wi
real
estate situated in said Mount Desert
and
bounded
as
follows:
One-half
part undivided of a
certain
or
lot
parcel of land, situated in that part of
said town of Mount Desert known as
Hairs
and
Quarry,
bounded and
described as follows,
wit
to
Beginning at a cross cut in a large rock and
near a cedar tree, said cross marking
the northwest corner of said Seth \V.
Babbidge’s land; thence north. 1 degree ;;<• minutes
rods
and
west, six
eleven links to a stone post eel or to
be set in the ground; thence north 88
30
degrees
minutes cast, to west line of
Richardson
&
Browns
shore
lot;
thence two rods and twenty-four links
to said Babbidge’s
northeast
corner;
thence westerly but following the line
of said Seth W, Babbidge to place of

Desert,

FreemanEShoppe

I'll
you j

1

depend

may

Syndicate.)

"Music hath pangs to make the sav-

regularly to
their children.

You

$

age."
Marcia paraphrased, stabbing
viciously tile stocking she was darning. The darning was a refuge from
llie Trench-horn blattlng in the
topfloor studio, the girls singing “Deane"
off key across the court, and the
scratchy phonograph a flight below
grinding out “Over There" for the

childhood,

who

j
1%

»

scorn
EMULSION

I Will snap out the hall
light," she said
As he obeyed she put
her
up
face te his In the
darkness,

breathlessly.

3

A
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Collector’s Xotiee of Sale.
situated in
on
lands
tlu- town of Gouldsboro. in the County
of Hancock, for the year 1920.
The following list of taxes on real
in the
owners
♦ state of non-resident
town ol Gouldsboro for the year 1920,
committed to me for collection for said
town, on the
twenty-eighth day of
April. 1!*2U, remains unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are hot previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed,
as is sufficient to pay the amount due
and:
interest
therefor.
including
charges, will be sold at public auction
at Town house in said town, (the same
being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town
of
first
Monday
was held) on the
February. 1921. at nine o’clock a. m.
Tax on>
Real
Name of Owners. DescripEstate
tion of Real Estate.
near
land
E.
Foster,
Julia
Value. $60,
$ 2.52
church, Corea.
Moscongus Lumber Co., mill on
84.00
Value. $2,000.
Stone Island.
William Pettee Est., Birch Har$.32
bor.
Value. $222.
Cecil Stewart, home at Corea.
18.18
Value. $4<)0,
Frank N. Sawyer, land known
7.64
Value, $182.
as W. H. lot.
H. Ward, one-fourth
Gilbert
Nutter land. 25 acres. Value.
3.88
$140.
Carroll J. Dunn, home at West
Value.
Gouldsboro. 56 acres.
35.57
$847,
Moore,
and
Grace
Marjorie
Harbor.
home.
Prospect
53.21*
Value. $1,247.
West
land.
K.
Shaw.
Fred
acre.
Value,
Gouldsboro, 1
3.15"«
I
$75.
in
land
McKenzie.
Colon
I
161.70
Value, $3,850,
Gouldsboro.
home
lot.
: William W. Noyes,
20.03
Value. $400,
Corea. 21 acres.
home
lot,
Mrs. Sylvia Potter,
land
Gouldsboro,
South
j
as
Value,
known
Hooper.
26.80'
$638.
Ernest S. Rice, home lot, camp,
wood lot. Prospect Harbor, 2
16.88
acres.
Value, $400.
j Joseph Wood. jr.. home lot.
15.46
Value. $218,.
Corea. 29 acres.
W. L. TRACY,
for the
Town
of
Collector of Taxes
Gouldsboro. for the year 1920.
!
December 20. 1920.

Unpaid taxes

j

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ALICE H. SCOTT,
Specialty made of
TYPEWRITING.
ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
of Portland, fo’' furnishing Probata
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver Typo*
writer.
Typewriter supplies.
No
1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.

Her eye#

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
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"Tea *r* a* estoEar aijtoJa*.'' to
■stotwe a* is*.
7 SB see fernery, toaafc yse.T'*«$ wS fear*e eawftor ct® ef tea?"
*sre?1’ismf ftotS e «a*aBjf tewwy beaut
tor be?
**wy
—* toe
be*4 tie ray ssetoSy.
i
Srajw of wsMia* tea to# «e
toe ba&f i»-5 toe wtoeeto.
1 *a iK-rry.- i* *>•» «jwi: "7 tsx
■^naBaFy-*
"Tie wtot £i; :»t» Meere *—IT if
bM&ssg,” toe tost iaMCsfr.
“It i» jtjct
key." fee r»taarteit
"Tie Mange area. retxewSet to Sts
etoee. toe sax'* eye» erwjria*: tor fijria* to-ofla. tie S*rt ef a wad***
napSe >*f. to* t.*-* ef a tar* stoefetort
sa tie kcet tost
Tie rs? sew ae«e
«f tSeee toss-gy—toe TO loafciL*
feme ft era fare.
wer’j at toe —ar
•toBsa*? toe feat ipreat ea toe pw
besweess. toes.
SwJ<S*®iy toe «f*fce. “Wfey <J»f yo*
•
tetof a laBto fee »r toe atoed.
Tiesr eye* sser. tore w*f fesanr is
bis—totiiae Si ber* ast e T ~r
of

*****

Orfa <nx «m Sht mmmmtm tr*2
-esft x. aacc sariacfac sense, ka* PJJ
eye* es**r far she rs** paae *tawa
ft* spina* was. Brw. faarres rssftft
dews as few tan* heat ate ft* nsal
«.j* at ft* ftraafcer »rte wafted fete
t«*Kt a***; he ira-faeS arSft ft* sir
ft see afa fats flesSft ft* «9sar at
aSt Ksaerrrs* fr-jti -fee ft*®
I* stapyte start. «■ ft* test «**•
aear ft* *pftae a pat * etas, l-rs. o>
E*Jb0y peeked. St ft* ram** ft fear
&<ss ate ft* sesrSet ft few te® *4*
seesaws aaaakes’ wfaftteawar ln£. fiwftt
•'«3*r
seed ss* Sr*. 51* mite ft
ft* Sft* fetw* feeaTty ft ft* prl, tte
jesfaet »srsa*ai «ett3k* ft ersa*®
leaf. Sews »arft ate ws.-i-Hrfa**«S

*

TSMS*.

Tte *r i*cas ta> ftae*—aft 3pjfsft sraaa ate a raaeiess atakdaa,
w34
faeris* ft rkj-fts waft a
a*5tey ffes* ft* arste s®r* from ter
•.
Sara*- a® k airy trapses,:* ft
per* ftefakc,
Orft frkt*4 *.i fee *tn»4* ferrate
Tte rtri 4M tarn *** kfaa,
ss*
tar sjftsa »«st shifted fa a
st few
wfi< sereaftoe » ft* «&sks*S*s« Mae
tte *■»** i*r sJaane S*.. aj*® ste a*
te irasi trvm feta fetefa* cap si* lack
fa a brwm fees® as ft* task, staxtef
at fees wfft ftfatteoe* eyes.
Be t jjft ft* es® ttefa —xt- ft*
ate pat tt sway fa
Haste*, -srsiate
iiaa kis tap TtesL. far ft* fen* dm
te n- rffiaiate few prewar*.
H* !*auwte felt cap wfafe a stiff »rt2aftae
ft feis tete. tte 4M sat reyfte* fa
Sfce as: «c ft* reek sjftt Ms «a«*
wests arlft <**s "artnaSTy
Be epeced fafe *** ate took <wt a
Sir. ft “er*ides<*ir; seat,'*
*iite fa.
ySsnsi a «5aa3 f -'. Ifa* ameefks o**r
fa SDte w'ft wafer. toe* oaa i steal
tea ettey. rarioas ftas ft craefaem.
< ^

.Jt

of

It®

»

ft
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tean.
■

iBEsto far y»s?*
■-'.srt.et v,
•*«-*. «rf..te»
rat toewee. aaf toes te toe rsbscas*®&<#wiefe<es before Ms.
Tb*** are sS ti,i*e I i-erre—'
"tmtwniW* toat I toriSt jerescase to
eif"~ * TtHsp yens* iifj ?r- !trvto
*Hfc a*
be
,«e fjy.
last Mftof
f'w tr> 3 sse toat feeacefartfe we were
*“
Mmgex*
^ <6 y
(be ehanenEed.
"Thi* » ‘turoKorar s*a'! a?" be
anted ss£idty_
"I .’•.ate yes. Billy Omt — *he cried,
and Jrasping *« her feet, she rta *wtftly toward the prt of wood* wraw* a
1*3 led to her father1* ramp.
He »»• after her with grimly mailtug Opa and ckxIm* eye*. "Perry r*
he caused.
“Peggy—dear—wait far
me:"*
She Sew
trrve.-f-a, --d a* be
jesteed ** ber ft davrsed •rye* him •ft*
lb* had *prt;red her aside—hot—had
*bet
"The darling imp ."* he ebnekled. an-;
fcccad that he »u ga.r r.g «* her aw.
pcwettiy he caggfct bet, and held bet
(Saw to fcS* heart
"Weil, dear” he «aid coeteatedly—
"I stispwse we say cotaride? cesrsefre*
Introduced all oxer agate *“
She hid her face te hi* shoulder «l
as, sorry—forgive sw—* the® womanlike (she wasted to know more. -How
far woaid y«o hare followed me
“Ji
-*■:

>

;

piece.—Exchange.

Accounted For.
“J

reading an article which
**ys that jazz is popular' iu China.’
“Weil, if you've ever heard a Chinese orchestra you’ll know why.”
was

Which brings About Its Affiliation With

4,000 Other Leading Theatres

<

Throughout the United States and Canada
—

»

In presenting to its Patrons the best Photo-plays from the Studios
of the following Independent Stars and Producers.
Norman

Talmage

Charles Ray
Lionel Barrymore
Charles Chaplin
Allan Dawn
S. A. Franklin
Allen Holnbar
Louis B. Mayer

Katherine Macdonald
Mrs. Carter De Haven
Annette Kellerman
Whitman Bennett
Pola Negri
Arthur S. Kane

Hew Excuae for Bit See
r.g
a papal make* mistake* te
speilteg or arltfcssetsc doe't give bins a bad
e-*3
ho- send for a psychoanalyst.
Thu.- ;* tbr !*-e*t femora tiem schoolteasc ,ert as this city are
dlsctassitg.
It lx the tbe*:*ry of the psychoanalyst that it i* Is the apparent break*
of speech that the mas or child eiprwse* true 3otight* and dentes, that
whe® a apeaier of a learhdatjve body
declared a *e**i.'« dewed instead of
®teo he had te the lath of hi* head the
wtefc that the meeting wan closed- So
that when the pupil asked u> (pell “cat”
epeil* “fat” the pey'-t-wcalytic teacher
read* te the pep::* tsteapeiisg a *obcassciow* deal-re to be fats'’ » ?%-Ll who habitually niisspeli*
“cat” a* “fat" saay be plated ot as
egg and silk diet under the psychoen-

«ai"35n*s and truer- biscuit. then sat
down to watch tie water etat to a
baiL Whet it boiled be extinguish**:
tie Ease pet saute tea into tie saucepan and cammed it tightly.
Tie gtri on the rock watched these
prepetition* with hungry eye* bat her
r;K theory.
mouth was #« very firmly and her
-We never aay anything b« what
fa'* grew quit* j* ic
Haw dLicSon*
we want to say,* nay the leader* of the
tie ine-t laded tk?!»* .*'*
*b*t
j»»
new psychology—Portland Oregonian
there *u a box of her faroef-* craekg
of
gad
tin***—aad
Jar
pimento
•£*
Fa.corn Pw; on Lendoc g -d*.
fhe tea was rttaliy fragrant. The brat*
Air raider* are util! at work over
was actually going to art down and
London.
Twice during the last few
fast to front of ter—and—not—offer—
weeks an enormous peregrin* falcon
her—a—bite;
has braved tint dangers of the city and
She bated Mm for that
feasted oo the far;.- os pigeocs of SL
At least she would compel him to
Pauls cathedra!. A pair of these rare
notice her presence;
hawk* have bees frequently seen near
IteMberately ah* slipped toward the
Bromley. Kent, and are thought to be
edge of the rock—tt was three fee'
the ones that have been doing the raidatrtse the ground—uttered a strangled
As these fierce birds usually
ing.
shriek of dismay that sounded very
haunt wild and desolate parts of the
genuine, and fell plump on the soft
coasts naturalists here are at loss
turf, crashing down upon the moot deto explain their coming to London for
leetab c box of biscuits.
food. It is estimated that a peregrin*
Khe looked very pale and frightened
fail* on its victim at a speed of 150
Bitting there with one slender ankle
mile* to break the back of the untwisted under her skirt.
suspecting bird and at the same time
He was up in an instant. “1 am
rips it with the dagger-like talons on
sorry—are you hurt?" he asked concernedly. but there was a hostile note each foot.—London Answer*.
In Ms tofc*.
A Lost Appetite.
“Mr ankle—Just a sprain—stupid of
My most embarrassing moment ocme.”
curred Saturday when 1 went to lunch
“It should be bandaged at once—tee
with my girl friends. I finished becold water from the spring—job must
fore they did and I happened to look
allow me—."
In less time than It
takes to tell It he had brought the around and noticed a piece of cake
bandage from a pocket first-aid case, on the tab!*, and I thought the lady
had left not wanting the cake, so I
soaked it in cold water while the girl
obediently bared her slender ankle. He spoke to my friends about it. They
looked at it tested it skillfully, and j told me to take It because If I didn't
then proceeded deftly to tociose it in ; the waiter would.
I hesitated a while, then got up
a tight bandage.
and took the cake and commenced to
“Are you a—doctor?” she inquired.
eat it. when here comes the lady back
“A lawyer,” he answered crisply;
“Just tost my first case, too!” bending with some Ice cream. She caned the
waiter.
I went over and told her I
low over the little foot
took It and I bought her another piece,
“How provoking! Thank you so
and I went out not finishing my
much—I am afrmU I have spoiled your

____

|

ff

“No—I will make another *ujp of tea
•nd yon roust share It with me.” Orth's
formal tone had lost Its severity, and
be talked pleasantly while be
as
worked the girl’s manner congealed
He brought out
Into frosen silence.

an

I

*To the end of the world.* he asher, and what woman cocld us
morel

lunch."

acquired

_

I

oared

She Locked Very fte.e ana Foyte-ed

Dirigo Theatre
has

B?3yr

<S«U

than passing interest to
local theatre goers

more

Marshall Neilan

King

Vidor
Carter De Haven
R. K. Walsh

Henry Lehnnan
Mack Sennett
Joseph M. Schenck

Constance Talmadge
Anita Stewart
Mildred Harris Chaplin

Dorothy Phillips
James Oliver Corwood
Ernest

Shipman

THE MEANING OF THIS ANNOUNCEMENT
Is that your local Theatre has combined with four
thousand other Independent Exhibitors to demand
for you The Best Productions of the Best Independent Producers.
Your representatives have the first
choice of all the work of all the above Stars and
Producers.

Holder can and does show better pictures than he
possibly could were he not a Franchise Holder.
The Policy of the Dingo is to make
Every Show a
Good Show. In buying films through the ordinary
channels, a theatre manager has to take as mam

If in their

opinion a film is better than the ordiis
it
nary,
bought for you. If it is but ordinary it
is not bought The power of this group, Associated First National, is such that the Franchise

i

chances as any other business man A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE is certain to be a GOOD
PICTURE.
Briefly, that is the meaning of this

Announcement.

!
—

*

i

When we advertise a First National Attraction Don’t Miss it—It is certain to be one of the best. Our Next First National Attraction Conies

Friday, December 31, when
.— ■—

....

we

|
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Temperamental

Wife

—...

\ orth Brooksrak.
is employed at Roy Sparling's.
Addle Goodell died December
Mr. and Mrs Alvah Dyer are re13 at the home of her son, A.
A. ceiving congratulations on the birth
Goodell.
Mrs. Goodell was a native of a daughter
Lena Marie; on Deof Vermont, and the body was taken cember 24
there for interment
Miss Ida Guptill of Boston is visitMildred V. Gray of Sooth Brooks- ; -o* her aunt, Miss Lutie Guptill.
ville is at Irving Conner's.
Edgar Tracy is at the top of the
James Green. Civil war veteran, list for hog-raising this year,
having
died December 18. aged eighty-nice killed one recently
which weighed
Mr. Green had always lived { 5S6 pounds, dressed.
years.
in this part of the town.
He was a
Dec. 2T.
T.
son of the late Jeremiah and Abigail
Green.
Since the death of his wife,
Pewobsccw.
his only child Harry had lived with
Leo M. Sellers of Boston univerhim.
sity spent Christmas with Dr. and
Perkins
Belford and Hope
are
Mrs. M. A. Ward well.
home from Orono for two weeks.
Mrs. Marion Smith is spending a
Dec 47.
C.
few days in Bangor.
o-.There will be a dance at the town
Goulds boro.
hall N’ew
Year’si eve
Miss Vena Leach of Augusta spent
3. E. Drisko of Jonesboro was a
the holidays with her parents, Mr.
business visitor here Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bickford of and Mrs. Everard Leach.
The annua] installation of officers
Winter Harbor were guests of Mrs.
Bickford's sister. Mrs. F. 8. Libby, of Penobscot chapter, O. E S.. will
take
last week.
place Saturday evening. Jan. 1.
Kenneth Tracy has purchased a I Bluehill chapter will be guests.
A
team of horses of Harold Brown in
banquet will be served after the Installation.
Milbridge.
Miss Theresa Dunbar teacher at
Mrs. Sarah Perry spent Christmas
with her sister, Mrs. Sewell Davis, at \ Bradley, spent Christmas with her
; mother, Mrs. Laura Dunbar.
Steuben
Miss Ethel Leach, student at Shaw
Miss Ada Alley of Prospect Hartjor

Mrs

present The

business college. Bangor, spent the
week-end at home.
Miss Rilla Leach visited friends in
Bangor last week.
Mrs. Bailey Bowden of Bluehili is
spending the winter with her daughter Mrs S. F. Wardwell.
A family reunion was
enjoved at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Leach Christmas day.
Mias Alice Wardweil is enjoying a
week's vacation from her work in
Belfast.
Dec. 17.
Woodloeke."
.O—1

-North Fkanklic
*rM
Stanley Conans is at home
the naval receiving ship at H rgt
Maas., on live days' leave
*•“
Mr. and Mrs. X. R.
from Machias Christ ma- to be Pr*T
of their
ent at the marriage
daughter. Mias Evelyn, to
The -'?re®
Maher of Rumford.
was performed at the home
M
Murehie A. Gordon in the pr®5?” na3
v
a few
relatives and intlmce
of the bride.
Many years of
j
wedded life are wished to*®
t
large Circle of friends.
Dec. *7.
_

East Lamoine.
March Bennett and a friend. Mr.
East Sorry.
ril
Eaton of Illinois, spent their ChristAn entertainment and
*
mas vacation with S. W\ Bennett and
held af lural hall Thursday
r~?
wife.
Both boys are serving in the from which ISO was realite_:
navy.
thanks are due the young
Morris Googins and wife have so ably assisted.
u <jJ>
moved into the John Llnacott house.
m
Mis® Annie Swett has gone
John and Anna Holden are spend- den. Mass
to spend the r*»
their
Christinas vacation with winter with relatives
ing
0 t<J
their parents. Lieut, and Mrs. HolMiss Annie Treworgv i» ®
den. at the coaling station.
! silitis.
a_.,t atI
Mr. and Mrs. flyer Young, who
Misses Ruth and Annie »w«
have been visiting their son Irving Ivan St rout of Bangor «pc-in Boston, are home.
mas at E. E. Swell's.
.•palt."
Forrest West is home from Belfast. where he has been employed.
Subscribe for The America*
Dec. 87.
N.

j

